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INTRODUCTION 
Recent national concern about improving the quality of 
life has sparked a renewed interest in the relationships 
between work and leisure life. Yet this research has been 
largely atheoretical and has primarily focused on one rather 
limited perspective. Thus, while various empirical linkages 
have been reported between work and "nonwork" (leisure) 
attitudes/behaviors, little theoretical evidence has been 
offered in the psychological literature to explain why such 
linkages would be expected to exist. The present 
investigation addresses this issue. 
Work and Leisure 
Although both work and leisure pervade our daily lives, 
defining the two concepts has proven to be difficult. As 
Kabanoff (1980) notes, the diversity of definitions found 
across studies of these two concepts is striking. In order to 
facilitate meaningful comparisons between work and leisure 
then, a clear distinction must be made between these two 
domains. 
Kabanoff (1980) suggests that work may be defined as "the 
set of prescribed tasks that an individual performs while 
occupying a position in an organization" in return for which 
the individual receives monetary rewards (p. 67). While there 
has been little consensus among authors attempting to define 
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leisure, the most general approach has been to define it as a 
set of individually-chosen activities that a person performs 
"outside of their work context excluding essential maintenance 
functions" such as cleaning and grocery shopping (Kabanoff, 
1980, p. 69). These activities are additionally characterized 
by a "fairly clearly prescribed set of tasks or operations" 
and are carried out primarily in the pursuit of individual 
need fulfillment rather than for monetary reward. 
It should be noted that although the two constructs are 
distinct, the conceptualizations of both work and leisure to 
be employed in the present study are task- or activity-based. 
While other views of work and leisure exist, by 
conceptualizing them both in terms of behaviors it becomes 
possible to describe them along a set of common dimensions and 
to make direct comparisons within and across subjects. 
Models o£ wpcK ieieVCS 
Wilensky (1960) is commonly cited as having been the 
first to distinguish what have since become the cornerstones 
of work-leisure research. Based upon his interpretations of 
earlier social philosophers, Wilensky identified two major 
hypotheses regarding the impact of work on leisure. The first 
of these, the "compensatory" hypothesis (a.k.a. "opposition"), 
holds that there is a sharp distinction between one's work and 
nonwork activities and attitudes. Leisure as a compensatory 
process is seen as "excessive" attempts to make up for any 
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deprivations that are experienced in the workplace (Mannell & 
Iso-Ahola, 1985). While some authors suggest there is an 
intentional nature to this compensation, others suggest it is 
not quite as volitional (Kabanoff, 1980). Regardless of the 
level of conscious intent, this view suggests that when needs 
are not met in one of these two spheres of life, one seeks to 
satisfy them in the other. 
The second view of the work-leisure relationship is 
represented by Wilensky's (1960) "spillover" hypothesis 
(a.k.a. "extension"). This approach represents a 
generalization or extension of work habits, attitudes, and 
interests into leisure life. Thus, according to this 
hypothesis, if one's job is monotonous, unchallenging, and 
provides little autonomy, one's leisure will similarly be 
passive, idle, and unchallenging. In contrast, the 
compensatory hypothesis would be exemplified by the sedentary 
worker who engages in active physical leisure activities. 
A third hypothesis has also been recently suggested. 
Parker (1971, 1983) reasons that instead of "compensating" or 
"spilling over," one's work and leisure may be two entirely 
unrelated spheres. This "neutrality" (a.k.a. "segmentation") 
hypothesis thus holds that one's work and leisure activities 
are independent—some similarities between work and leisure 
may exist, but they are haphazard and do not represent 
meaningful linkages. 
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Empirical research on work-leisure relations 
Empirical research in the work-leisure area has generally 
focused on testing the relative ability of these three 
hypotheses to accurately describe the relations between a) 
work and nonwork activities, and b) work and nonwork 
satisfaction. Recent examples of the first type of research 
include Cunningham, Montoye, Metzner, and Keller (1970), 
Rousseau (1978) and Kabanoff and O'Brien (1980); the second 
group of studies is exemplified by Winters (1973) and Orpen 
(1978) . 
Cunningham et al. (1970) examined the relationship 
between participation in leisure activities and occupational 
groups. For their sample of employed males (age 16 to 69) , 
participation in eight active leisure activities was found to 
have little systematic relationship with six occupational 
classifications (i.e.. Managerial, Clerical and Sales, 
Professional and Technical, etc.). 
Rousseau (1978) assessed both work and nonwork activities 
using dimensions from the Job Diagnostic Survey and found a 
positive relationship between work and leisure activities, 
supporting the spillover hypothesis. She noted however, that 
while studies supporting the spillover hypothesis have tended 
to utilize a range of jobs of varying content, studies 
supporting the compensatory model have been focused primarily 
on jobs with "undesirable" or stressful features. Thus, she 
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suggested that the nature of the relationship between work and 
nonwork may vary as a function of the type of work the 
individual is engaged in. 
Kabanoff and O'Brien (1980) also utilized a common set of 
task dimensions to describe work and leisure. However, they 
concluded that the relationship between work and leisure was 
by no means strong nor was it a direct relationship. Because 
these authors believe that the "three rival hypotheses" 
approach to work-leisure relationships is overly simplistic, 
they took an interesting departure from previous work by 
incorporating an individual difference variable (locus of 
control) into their design. Their results provided modest 
support for a moderating effect of personality on work-leisure 
associations. 
Investigations of the connection between work and leisure 
attitudes (namely, satisfaction) are often found under the 
guise of "job-life satisfaction." Leisure is of course only 
one component of life, but such studies have often delimited 
relations among job satisfaction and satisfaction with 
specific domains of nonwork life such as marriage, leisure, 
family, or community (see Rice, Near & Hunt, 1980, for a 
review). Winters (1973) examined the relationship between job 
and leisure satisfaction and reported that for most persons, a 
positive relationship existed (i.e., there is a "spillover" 
effect). Similarly, Orpen (1978) reported support for a 
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spillover relationship and additionally provided evidence that 
the direction of causality between work and nonwork 
satisfaction was from work to nonwork. That is, Orpen's 
(1978) analysis suggests that differences in job satisfaction 
cause variations in nonwork satisfaction, rather than the 
reverse causality. Chacko (1983) also reports evidence 
supportive of the influence of extrinsic job satisfaction on 
life satisfaction. It is interesting to note that Schmitt and 
Bedeian (1982) employed more sophisticated analytic techniques 
to the job-life satisfaction relationship and found support 
for a reciprocal spillover model—i.e., that both job and life 
satisfaction have significant influence on each other. A 
similar finding was also reported by Near, Smith, Rice and 
Hunt (1984), whose analyses showed that self-reported working 
conditions explained significant variance in nonwork 
satisfactions and reported living conditions were 
significantly related to job satisfactions. Trafton and 
Tinsley (1980) suggest that the job-life satisfaction 
relationship (£ = .46) is much stronger than the job-leisure 
satisfaction relationship (£ = .14). However, it may be the 
case that "job" is incorporated into one's evaluation of 
"life," and thus the relation between job and life 
satisfaction is spuriously high because it is a part-whole 
correlation. 
While discussion and debate surrounding the spillover. 
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compensatory and segmentation hypotheses has been extensive, 
overall the volume of research testing work-leisure 
relationships has been described as disjointed, fragmented and 
inconclusive (Mannell & Iso-Ahola, 1985) . Several reviews of 
the empirical literature have recently been published 
(Kabanoff, 1980; Near, Rice & Hunt, 1980; Staines, 1980). 
Staines (1980) concluded that although data support both 
spillover and compensatory interpretations, overall there is 
more evidence of a spillover effect than compensation. 
Kabanoffs (1980) review of the evidence reveals that all 
three rival hypotheses have received some support; however, 
much of the research literature is characterized by conceptual 
and methodological problems such as the failure to utilize a 
set of common dimensions to measure work and leisure. 
Summary 
Simply put, the work-leisure area suffers from at least 
two basic difficulties which must be resolved before 
meaningful conclusions can be drawn about these relationships. 
First, as has already been discussed, there is a need for the 
development of common dimensions with which to measure both 
work and leisure. Rousseau (1978) and Kabanoff and O'Brien 
(1980) are cited as the only two studies to clearly 
operationalize both work and leisure along a common framework 
(Mannell & Iso-Ahola, 1985). However, more work in this area 
is needed. 
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Second, there has been little theoretical basis offered 
for why work-leisure linkages would be expected. Research in 
this area has almost singularly been devoted to the testing of 
the spillover, compensatory and segmentation hypotheses. As 
Kabanoff and O'Brien (1980) note, none of these models offers 
any explanation of process, and the attention given this 
simplistic perspective appears to be no longer warranted. The 
moderating effects of demographic and personality variables, 
while suggested by some (e.g., Chacko, 1983; Kabanoff, 1980; 
Mannell & Iso-Ahola, 1985; McKechnie, 1977; Neulinger, 1981; 
Walshe, 1977), have rarely been incorporated into work-leisure 
research designs (Kabanoff & O'Brien, 1980 is a rare 
exception). Thus, a closer look at personality-based 
differences in work-leisure styles would be enlightening. 
Holland's Hexagonal Model 
John Holland (1973, 1985a) has proposed a theory of 
vocational behavior which can be applied to a wide range of 
vocational, educational, and industrial problems. A complete 
description of its development and most recent formulation may 
be found elsewhere (Holland, 1985a); however, a brief summary 
follows. 
First, Holland claims that most persons in our culture 
may be characterized by their resemblance to one of six 
personality types: Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, 
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Social, Enterprising, and Conventional. Each type has a 
characteristic repertoire of attitudes and skills. For 
example, the Realistic person has a "preference for activities 
that entail the explicit, ordered, or systematic manipulation 
of objects, tools, machines, and animals" (Holland, 1985a; p. 
19). They perceive themselves as having mechanical and 
athletic ability and lacking ability in human relations. The 
Investigative type prefers the "observational, symbolic, 
systematic, and creative investigation of physical, 
biological, and cultural phenomena in order to understand and 
control such phenomena" (Holland, 1985a; pp. 19-20). Such 
persons perceive themselves as scholarly, intellectual, and 
scientific, but lacking in persuasive ability. The Artistic 
type prefers "ambiguous, free, unsystematized activities 
involving the manipulation of physical, verbal or human 
materials to create art forms" (Holland, 1985a; p. 20). They 
see themselves as expressive, original, introspective, 
nonconforming and as lacking abilities in clerical or business 
systems. The Social type prefers the "manipulation of others 
to inform, train, develop, cure, or enlighten" (Holland, 
1985a; p. 21). In short, they possess human relations 
competencies and see themselves as lacking manual and 
technical skills. The Enterprising type is one who prefers 
manipulating others "to attain organizational goals or 
economic gain" (Holland, 1985a; p. 21). These people are 
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skilled in leadership, interpersonal, and persuasive 
activities, but lacking in scientific competencies. The 
Conventional type prefers the "explicit, ordered, systematic 
manipulation of data such as keeping records, filing, and 
organizing materials" (Holland, 1985a; p. 22). They are 
skilled in conforming, orderly, clerical and numerical 
activities, but disliking of ambiguous, unsystematized, or 
artistic activities. 
Obviously, any given individual may resemble each of 
these six types to various degrees. Thus, in order to allow 
for the complexity of personality, an individual may be 
described in terms of a personality profile of resemblances to 
each of these six types. Several psychometrically sound 
methods exist for estimating an individual's RIASEC 
personality profile (e.g., the Self-Directed Search or 
Vocational Preference Inventoryr see Holland, 1985a). 
The second aspect of Holland's theory concerns the 
environments in which people live and work. Every environment 
can be typified by physical settings and types of people which 
pose special problems and opportunities (Holland, 1985a). 
Thus, environments may be categorized by their degree of 
resemblance to each of the six types: Realistic, 
Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and 
Conventional (RIASEC). Work environments have been assessed 
in large-scale research, resulting in a compendium of 12,099 
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job titles, each with their typological resemblances 
fPictionarv of Holland Occupational Codes ; Gottfredson, 
Holland, & Ogawa, 1982). Determining the RIASEC content of an 
individual's particular job environment becomes simply a 
matter of looking up the 3-letter Holland code corresponding 
to their detailed job title. For example, a Physical 
Therapist is represented by the code SIR, indicating that the 
job environment of a Physical Therapist is dominated most by 
opportunities to engage in Social activities (e.g., manipulate 
others to inform, train, develop, cure, or enlighten them), 
somewhat less by opportunities to engage in Investigative 
(scientific, biological, etc.) activities, and thirdly, by 
opportunities to use machines and tools (Realistic 
activities). 
It should be noted that Holland has also developed a 
method of assessing the RIASEC resemblances of the work 
environment of a group or organization, called the 
Environmental Assessment Technique (Holland, 1985a). This 
technique involves calculating the percentages of different 
personality types across all the individuals working in the 
organization. However, this method is not feasible when the 
researcher has access to a very limited number of organization 
members. 
The third component of Holland's theory involves the 
interaction of the person and the environment. Holland 
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asserts that people search for environments which will let 
them utilize their skills and abilities and let them encounter 
situations and adopt roles which are congruent with their 
personality. For exampler Artistic types seek Artistic 
environments because such environments allow them to be 
reinforced for using their artistic abilities. This search 
for environments can occur over an entire lifetime and at 
different levels of consciousness (Holland, 1985a). Holland 
uses the term congruence to summarize the degree of fit 
between a personality type and an environment. 
Holland summarizes the internal relationships of his 
theory by arranging the RIASEC categories for types or 
environments in a hexagonal model. This hexagon is 
illustrated in Figure 1. The distances between types in the 
model are inversely proportional to the proposed relationships 
between them (Holland, 1985a) and thus concepts such as 
person-environment congruence can be graphically portrayed. 
For example. Realistic and Investigative types are adjacent on 
the hexagon, and thus a Realistic person in an Investigative 
environment would be a more congruent situation than a 
Realistic person in a Social environment (as they are at 
opposite points on the hexagon). The hexagonal structure has 
been empirically validated (Eberhardt & Muchinsky, 1984) and 
research supporting the basic tenets of Holland's theory has 
proliferated (see Holland, 1985a for an extensive review). 
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REALISTIC INVESTIGATIVE 
CONVENTIONAL ARTISTIC 
ENTERPRISING SOCIAL 
Figure 1. Holland's hexagonal model 
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Perhaps the most compelling aspect of this theory for 
researchers has been the fourth, and final, primary 
assumption. Holland claims that behavioral outcomes can, in 
principle, be forecast from knowledge of an indvidual's 
personality RIASEC profile and the RIASEC pattern of his or 
her environment. That is, the interaction of personality type 
and environmental type (i.e., person-environment congruence) 
can be used to predict various outcomes such as choice of 
vocation, job changes and tenure, educational and social 
behavior (Holland, 1985a). 
Holland also proposes several secondary concepts which 
are concerned with the clarity, definition or focus of the 
main concepts (types and environments). Although researchers 
have often treated them as distinct constructs, Holland 
(1985a) speculates that they probably represent three ways of 
assessing the same concept, and that it is not necessary to 
employ all three variables when applying his theory. 
The first of these three concepts is consistency, which 
represents the degree of relatedness between the RIASEC 
personality or environmental types. This is an intra-subject 
(or within-environment) variable which is assumed to affect 
the predictability of the subject. Thus, a Realistic-
Investigative- Artistic person would be more consistent than 
one who was Realistic-Enterprising-Artistic (see Figure 1). 
Identity provides an estimate of the clarity and 
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stability of one's goals, interests, and talents (Holland, 
1985a). Identity is typically determined by a person's score 
on the 18-item Identity scale of Mz Vocational Situation 
(Holland, Daiger, & Power, 1980). An individual who has a 
high degree of vocational identity has relatively little 
difficulty making confident vocational decisions. An 
organization (environment) may also be said to possess 
identity when it has clear, integrated and stable goals, 
tasks, and rewards. Interactions between personality types 
and environments are assumed to be more predictable when the 
identity of the person (and environment) are high. 
Third, Holland proposes that some persons or environments 
are more differentiated than others. Differentiation is the 
degree to which a person (or environment) is characterized by 
a single RIASEC type. For example, a person who closely 
resembles the Artistic type and shows little resemblance to 
the other 5 types would be highly differentiated. Those who 
show approximately equal resemblance to several types (e.g.. 
Artistic, Social and Conventional) would be said to be poorly 
differentiated. Holland notes (1985a) that a differentiated 
personality profile may resemble a consistent profile, "but 
differentiation is concerned more with the range of scores in 
the whole profile than with the consistency of the highest 
scores" (p. 26). Other things being equal (congruence, 
consistency, etc.), the interaction of a differentiated 
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personality and a differentiated environment will result in 
behavioral outcomes characterized by a high degree of 
predictability and intensity. For the purposes of the present 
study, the construct of differentiation was selected as the 
measure of the clarity of personality types. 
Ose of Holland's Paradigm to Study Work and Leisure 
Clearly, Holland's (1973, 1985a) theory holds promise for 
explicating the nature of work-leisure relationships. 
However, surprisingly few empirical studies have used 
Holland's perspective to directly examine person-work and 
person-leisure relations. In general, those studies which 
have utilized employed adults (rather than college students' 
major preferences) have focused on the effects of person-job 
congruence on a limited number of outcome variables. 
Studies of person-work relationships 
Mount and Muchinsky (1978) utilized employees from five 
of Holland's six RIASEC categories to examine the relationship 
between person-job congruence and employee job satisfaction. 
Employees were selected from several occupational groups to 
represent the environmental types as follows: fire-fighters, 
security guards, aviation mechanics (Realistic); engineers, 
chemists (Investigative); home economists, nurses (Social); 
salespeople, farm managers, business managers (Enterprising); 
department store clerks, secretaries, bookkeepers 
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(Conventional). Personality type was assessed via the Self-
Directed Search (1970 edition) and their work environment was 
assessed by obtaining Holland codes for the subject's job 
title. Congruence was determined by comparison of the first 
letters of personality and job codes—if they were the same, 
the subject was classified as "congruent", and if they 
differed at all, the subject was "incongruent." 
In general. Mount and Muchinsky (1978) found that overall 
job satisfaction, as measured by the Job Descriptive Index 
(JDI; Smith, Kendall, & Hulin, 1969), was significantly 
higher for congruent than for incongruent employees for all 
five environmental types. However, the effects of person-job 
congruence were not the same for each environment. On both 
overall satisfaction and satisfaction with particular job 
facets (such as work itself, coworkers, etc.), significant 
differences between congruent and incongruent subjects 
occurred, but not uniformly across environment types. Most 
notably, congruent employees were significantly more satisfied 
than incongruent employees with work in the Enterprising and 
Conventional environments, but no significant differences in 
work satisfaction were observed for congruent and incongruent 
employees in Realistic, Investigative or Social jobs. Even 
though these employees were in jobs which did not "fit" their 
personality, they were not significantly less satisfied with 
some job facets than those whose personalities fit these jobs. 
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Several other recent studies have focused on this 
congruence-job satisfaction link (e.g., Furnham & Schaeffer, 
1984; Hener & Heir, 1981; Swaney & Prediger, 1985; Wiggins, 
Lederer, Salkowe, & Rys, 1983). Wiggins et al. (1983) 
assessed person-job congruence and the degree of personality 
differentiation for a sample of teachers representing five of 
Holland's six environments. Multiple regression analysis 
showed that person-job congruence, differentiation, and 
personality type (highest RIASEC code) explained 37% of the 
variation in job satisfaction scores. However, inclusion of a 
congruence X differentiation interaction variable did not 
significantly enhance prediction. That is, there was no 
evidence to suggest that well-differentiated teachers in 
congruent environments were more satisfied than those with 
poorly differentiated personalities. 
Hener and Meir (1981) used interest-job congruence, 
personality consistency and differentiation to predict the job 
satisfaction of nurses working within several clinical areas. 
Although inadequate reporting makes it impossible to determine 
exactly how the authors measured job satisfaction, Hener and 
Meir (1981) claim to have obtained a significant correlation 
(.44) between congruence and job satisfaction and significant 
relations between job satisfaction and consistency and 
differentiation. 
The effects of person-job congruence on other outcome 
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variables has also occasionally been investigated. Aranya, 
Barak and Amernic (1981) reported a large-scale study of 
certified public accountants which found that person-job 
congruence was related to job satisfaction and organizational 
commitment. Purnham and Schaeffer (1984) found that an eight-
point measure of person-job congruence was strongly related to 
global job satisfaction (x = .37) and somewhat less related to 
a measure of mental health (x = -.24). They also reported a 
positive significant correlation between job satisfaction and 
personality differentiation (i = .18), and between 
differentiation and congruence (i = .35). 
Thomas and Bobbins (1979) examined the personality type 
and work environment types of a sample of middle-aged male 
managers who had changed careers. They report that the 
majority of their subjects did not move into careers more 
congruent with their personality type (as Holland's theory 
would predict). Those who did change into a career more 
congruent with their personality type were no more satisfied 
with their new jobs than those who had moved into incongruent 
careers. While at first these results appear to refute 
Holland's predictions regarding the effects of person-
environment congruence, several serious methodological 
problems render Thomas and Bobbins' (1979) conclusions 
impotent. For example, their operationalizations of job 
satisfaction and of the managers' work environment were 
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questionable and they relied upon the Zener and Schnuelle 
(1976) index of congruence, which has since been determined to 
lack the precision necessary for research purposes (Holland, 
1985b). A major shortcoming of the study is the fact that 
very small cell ns occurred (e.g., only 2 of the subjects 
reported any dissatisfaction), which makes any conclusions 
based on this study tenuous at best. 
Studies af person-leisure relationships 
Research extending Holland's theory into the realm of 
leisure activities has similarly been quite limited. Taylor, 
Kelso, Cox, Alloway, and Matthews (1979) attempted to apply 
Holland's environmental typology to leisure activities by 
developing a "Leisure Checklist" consisting of 36 leisure 
activities intended to represent each of Holland's six RIASEC 
categories. However, Taylor et al.'s (1979) validational 
research using the Leisure Checklist indicated that their 
secondary school-age subjects rarely reported participating in 
the activities intended to be "Enterprising" or 
"Conventional." The authors also reported weak correlations 
(.1 to .2) between students' vocational preference code 
(assessed by the VPI) and leisure preference code. 
Varca and Shaffer (1982) compared Holland personality 
type (highest RIASEC code) to biographical questionnaire items 
assessing participation in eight leisure activities (e.g., 
attending church, reading news magazines) in a sample of 
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entering college students. Nine years after the initial 
testing, subjects were again surveyed regarding their 
participation in five leisure activities. ' Leisure activities 
were not specifically assigned Holland codes, but hypotheses 
were generated regarding the Holland RIASEC type most likely 
to engage in the activity. Person-leisure congruence as such 
was not computed; rather the data were analyzed for RIASEC 
group mean differences in participation in each leisure 
activity. 
Although their sample of leisure activities was severely 
limited, Varca and Shaffer (1982) concluded that individuals 
do engage in leisure pursuits congruent with their personality 
type, and that this congruence is relatively stable over time. 
Other research on leisure activity patterns in adulthood and 
retirement supports the conclusion that leisure interests are 
relatively stable through life (Kremer & Harpaz, 1982). 
A third investigation of person-leisure relationships was 
reported by Warren, Winer and Dailey (1981). Although the 
primary focus of this research was to demonstrate the utility 
of the VPI for describing personality types in retirement, 
data were also collected regarding respondents' occupational 
history and current leisure activities. Subjects were 
classified into a RIASEC code based upon several different 
criteria such as most recent job, or their one-letter Holland 
leisure code, which was determined by expert judgment. 
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Indices of congruence per se were not computed, and the 
relationship between job code and leisure code was not 
examined. However, subjects' VPI scale scores were cross-
tabulated with their one-letter RIASEC classification based 
upon job or leisure activity. Results showed that the 
relationship between subjects' leisure code and personality 
was stronger for Investigative and Enterprising than for 
Realistic, Artistic, Social, and Conventional individuals. 
Research specifically assessing person-leisure congruence 
was reported by Melamed and Meir (1981). In the first of this 
set of two studies, a group of male employees from unspecified 
occupations were assessed on the VPI and a variation of 
Hoppock's Job Satisfaction Blank (1935), and were asked to 
list their leisure activities. Leisure activities were 
assigned to Holland codes by judges and each subject was 
assigned the 3-letter code best representing his leisure. 
Person-job and person-leisure congruence were scored on an 
experimenter-developed 5-point scale using the information in 
the first two letters in the personality and environment 
codes. A significant correlation was obtained between person-
job congruence and occupational satisfaction and between 
person-leisure congruence and responses to a single item 
asking subjects whether there was a relation between their 
work and leisure activities. However, a correlation was not 
computed between the person-job and person-leisure congruence 
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scores, nor was the link between job and leisure directly 
assessed (by calculating job-leisure congruence scores). 
The second study reported by Melamed and Meir (1981) 
utilized a relatively obscure interest inventory ("Ramak 
Interest Inventory") to obtain subjects' high-point interest 
codes and assessed person-job congruence in terms of the 
agreement between first-letter job and interest codes. 
Subjects responded to a set of statements intended to 
determine the function played by leisure activity in their 
lives (i.e., an extension, compensatory, or neutral 
relationship to their job activity). It was assumed that 
subjects were aware and able to verbalize the function leisure 
served, an assumption which may not be entirely accurate. 
Unfortunately, no attempt to control for response biases such 
as social desirability was undertaken, and the resultant 
scales appear notably transparent. Occupational satisfaction 
was also assessed, via a one-item scale. The authors report a 
significant positive correlation between person-job congruence 
and endorsement of the extension (spillover) function of 
leisure, but no significant relationship between congruence 
and endorsement of a compensation function of leisure. 
Taken together, there are several methodological 
inadequacies of the Melamed and Meir (1981) studies. First, 
their operationalization of variables was extremely poor. For 
example, their choice of scales to measure job satisfaction 
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(Hoppock or a one-item scale) and interests (Ramak) is 
difficult to endorse. Also, the use of first-letter agreement 
indices is now deemed undesirable for research purposes 
(Spokane, 1985; Holland, 1985a). The samples employed in 
these two studies are also subject to question—no information 
is reported detailing the sex of subjects, their job titles, 
or the breakdown of specific RIASEC groups. Relations between 
vocational and leisure activity codes were not directly (or 
indirectly) assessed. Finally, 44% of the data obtained in 
the second study was excluded from the analysis because the 
subjects had claimed leisure served a "neutral" function. 
Melamed and Meir (1981) do not address the fact that their 
decision to eliminate nearly half of the sample has 
implications for the integrity of their results. For example, 
this practice may have greatly restricted the range of person-
job congruence scores, thus affecting their conclusions. 
In all, the research reported by Taylor et al. (1979), 
Varca and Shaffer (1982), Warren et al. (1981), and Melamed 
and Meir (1981) provides partial support for the notion that 
people tend to seek leisure activities similar to their 
personality, and that the choice of leisure activity is rather 
stable through life. The limited research thus far highlights 
the potential for using Holland's theory to examine work-
leisure relations, but provides little conclusive evidence 
regarding the interrelationships among work, leisure and 
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personality. 
Spokane's fl9@5) review congruence research 
Spokane (1985) recently reviewed the research literature 
on person-environment congruence. Based upon 40 published 
correlational studies, he concluded that a positive 
significant relationship exists between person-job congruence 
and such variables as job satisfaction and stability of job 
choice, while the evidence remains inconclusive regarding the 
relationship between person-job congruence and variables such 
as leisure activities. In general, he found that correlations 
between congruence and various outcome variables rarely 
exceed .25-.35. Spokane (1985) also noted that when added to 
congruence, personality differentiation and consistency can 
increase the proportion of outcome variance explained, 
although of the three, congruence is clearly the variable of 
most importance. He also suggests that differentiation and 
consistency may only have a significant effect on outcome 
variables when the subject is congruent with their environment 
(i.e., interaction effects may exist). Spokane's (1985) review 
points to the conceptual and methodological weaknesses 
inherent in much of the congruence literature, many of which 
have been discussed here. However, he is optimistic about the 
future of the congruence construct and he encourages future 
research studies which include such characteristics as the use 
of employed persons (rather than college students), more 
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precise agreement indices, multivariate and longitudinal 
designs, etc. (Spokane, 1985). 
Summary and Statement of the Problem 
While a number of empirical studies have used Holland's 
perspective to examine person-work or person-leisure 
relationships, it has been demonstrated that many of these 
efforts have been plagued by serious methodological problems. 
Despite evidence that the work-leisure relationship may vary 
as a function of the type of work engaged in (Rousseau, 1978), 
with few exceptions (e.g.. Mount & Muchinsky, 1978) congruence 
studies of employed adults have sampled only limited numbers 
of occupations. Often these studies have concentrated on a 
sole occupational group, such as teachers, accountants, or 
nurses (Aranya et al., 1981; Hener & Meir, 1981; Wiggins et 
al., 1983). Further, none of the congruence research as yet 
has systematically employed the Holland paradigm to delineate 
the interrelationships among personality, work activity, work 
attitudes, leisure activity, and leisure attitudes. 
Researchers from the leisure area (e.g., Walshe, 1977; 
McKechnie, 1977; Kabanoff, 1980) have proposed that underlying 
personality characteristics may differentiate work-leisure 
patterns, but as of yet this area remains virtually 
unexplored. Leisure experts (e.g., Kabanoff, 1980; Mannell & 
Iso-Ahola, 1985; Parker, 1983) as well as psychological 
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researchers (Rousseau, 1978) have suggested that a common 
framework for measuring and evaluating both work and leisure 
activities needs to be developed. 
It appears then, that a worthy avenue for further 
research would be the integration of Holland's person-
environment congruence paradigm with the work-leisure area. 
Holland's work provides an established theoretical base and a 
common framework (RIASEC) for measuring both work and leisure 
activity. Sampling subjects across all six environmental 
types ensures that research conclusions are based upon a broad 
range of occupations. In addition, Holland's concepts of 
person-environment congruence and personality differentiation 
may provide the keys to reconciling the inconclusive evidence 
surrounding the "three rival hypotheses" approach to work-
leisure relationships. For example, it may be that an 
individual will "compensate" for an incongruent job by 
engaging in a dissimilar (but more congruent with her 
personality) leisure activity if her personality is highly 
differentiated (i.e., if she has clearly-defined interests). 
Another individual in this same job may be observed to 
"spillover" his work activities into his leisure life. Upon 
examination, this second individual may be found to have a 
well-differentiated personality profile highly congruent with 
the job. Clearly, the scope of work-leisure relationships 
exceeds a simplistic "compensatory vs. spillover" perspective. 
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Divergent results among previous studies purporting to test 
these conflicting rival hypotheses may simply be due to 
failure to consider and control for subjects' congruence or 
differentiation levels. 
The inclusion of leisure activities and satisfaction into 
the person-job congruence research tradition may help to 
clarify the inconsistencies reported in that literature as 
well. For example, as noted earlier. Mount and Muchinsky 
(1978) found that incongruent employees in some work 
environments (i.e.. Realistic, Investigative, and Social) were 
not significantly less satisfied than those whose 
personalities fit these environmental types. One possible 
explanation for this result might be that these subjects were 
able to "compensate" for this lack of fit by engaging in non-
work activities more geared to their personality interests. 
Of course, it may also be the case that employees who are in 
incongruent jobs yet report satisfaction are simply 
undifferentiated personalities—they have relatively equal 
interest in several environmental areas (such as being 
relatively equal in Social, Artistic, and Conventional 
interests and abilities), and thus can be satisfied working in 
a job in any of their interest areas. 
The purpose of the present study was to examine the 
interrelationships among personality, work activity, leisure 
activity, work satisfaction, and leisure satisfaction using 
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Holland's theory as a basis for measurement and 
interpretation. That is, the primary objective was to 
determine the relationships between person-job congruence, 
person-leisure congruence, job-leisure congruence, job 
satisfaction and leisure satisfaction. The secondary 
objective was to determine the degree to which personality 
type, type of job and differentiation of personalty interests 
moderate these relationships. Several of the methodological 
limitations of previous person-job and person-leisure 
congruence studies (such as the use of single occupational 
groups, the use of highly experimental and unstandardized 
measures of personality, leisure activity, and job and leisure 
satisfaction, and the use of imprecise indices of congruence) 
were improved upon in the present study. It was anticipated 
that the results would demonstrate that work and leisure are 
in fact more complexly intertwined than has previously been 
thought. 
Hypotheses 
Specifically, the hypotheses to be tested here were: 
1) Based upon the results of Trafton and Tinsley (1980), it is 
expected that job and leisure satisfaction are relatively 
independent. 
2) Person-job congruence is positively related to person-
leisure congruence. 
3) Job satisfaction is positively associated with person-job 
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congruence, but has no direct relationship with person-leisure 
congruence or job-leisure congruence. 
4) Leisure satisfaction is positively associated with person-
leisure congruence, but has no direct relationship with 
person-job congruence or job-leisure congruence. 
5) There are no significant differences in job satisfaction, 
leisure satisfaction, person-job congruence, person-leisure 
congruence, and job-leisure congruence due to the demographic 
variables of sex, age, educational level, job tenure, 
occupational tenure, or geographical location. 
6) Based upon Kabanoff and O'Brien (1980), it is expected that 
person-job, person-leisure, and job-leisure congruence vary as 
a function of personality type (high point RIASEC code). 
7) Based upon Rousseau (1978) , it is expected that work-
leisure congruence varies as a function of type of work 
engaged in (high point RIASEC code for job). 
8) Personality differentiation moderates the relationship 
between job satisfaction and person-job congruence (i.e., 
highly differentiated people are more likely to report job 
satisfaction in a congruent job than are people who are 
undifferentiated). 
9) Personality differentiation moderates the relationship 
between leisure satisfaction and person-leisure congruence. 
10) Job satisfaction varies as a function of personality type, 
job type, person-job congruence, and the interaction of job-
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leisure congruence and differentiation. 
11) Leisure satisfaction varies as a function of personality 
type, leisure type, person-leisure congruence, and the 
interaction of job-leisure congruence and differentiation. 
12) The relationship between job and leisure satisfaction is 
moderated by the congruence between job and leisure activity. 
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METHOD 
Subjects 
The target subjects were 600 alumni of Iowa State 
University who received a bachelor's degree between 1960 and 
1970. The contacted sample was approximately evenly divided 
between males and females and consisted of persons currently 
employed in occupations representing each of Holland's six 
RIASEC environments. The only exception was that no females 
from this cohort group who were employed in Realistic 
occupations could be identified. In order to allow for a 
diversity in leisure opportunities and to gain access to a 
larger sampler subjects were selected from several 
geographical areas: Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota, Texas, and 
California, based upon Alumni Association records of their 
occupational titles. 
After ten weeks and one follow-up contact (see below), 
379 subjects had responded to the questionnaire. Eight 
returns were judged to be unusable due to incomplete data, 
and one questionnaire was returned undeliverable. Thus, the 
usable response rate was 371/599 = 62%, which was deemed to 
be acceptable for analysis. 
The resultant sample of subjects consisted of 240 males 
(65%) and 131 females. Iowa was the state of residence for 
the majority of those responding (269 or 72%), while other 
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states were represented as follows: Illinois 17 (4.5%), 
Minnesota 22 (5.9%), Texas 18 (4.8%), and California 45 (12%). 
The average age of respondent was 43 years, however 
respondents ranged in age from 36 to 64 years. The average 
educational level of the sample was 17 years (with 16 years 
representing a four-year bachelor's degree), although five 
subjects had only completed 14 years (a two-year degree) and 
173 had completed between one and seven years of post-
baccalaureate education. 
Examples of respondents' occupational titles and 
corresponding Holland environmental type are as follows: (R) 
Mechanical Engineer, Farmer; (I) Civil Engineer, Veterinarian, 
Math Teacher, Medical Technician; (A) Architect, Artist, 
Landscape Architect, Interior Designer, Writer/Editor; (S) 
Elementary Education Teacher, Social Science/History Teacher, 
President of Financial Institution, County Agricultural Agent; 
(E) Real Estate Agent, Lawyer, Salesperson, Department 
Manager; (C) Secretary, Accountant, Underwriter, Financial 
Analyst. Appendix A contains the actual distribution and 
frequencies of respondents' three-letter Holland occupational 
codes. In all, 47 different three-letter codes were 
represented. 
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Instruments 
Subjects completed a set of four questionnaires, copies 
of which are contained in Appendix B. The Self-Directed 
Search (SDS; Holland, 1985c) was selected as the measure of 
personality interests. The SDS consists of several scales: 
the Activity scale measures the respondent's personal 
involvement and potential that is characteristic of each 
RIASEC type; the Competencies scale estimates the respondent's 
proficiency and aptitude in each of the RIASEC types; the 
Occupations scale assesses preferences among occupations in 
each RIASEC category; and the Self-Estimates obtains self-
ratings on characteristics most commonly identified with each 
RIASEC type (Holland, 1985b). A summary score, reflecting the 
respondent's resemblence to each of the six RIASEC personality 
types, is computed by summing these individual scale scores. 
Considerable literature on the development and validation of 
the SDS exists (see Holland, 1985a and 1985b for reviews), and 
it appears to have acceptable psychometric properties. 
Reported scale coefficient alphas for adult men and women 
range from .87 to .92 (Holland, 1985b). The concurrent and 
predictive validity of the SDS appears to be comparable to 
that of other interest inventories (Holland, 1985b). 
Job satisfaction has been assessed by various techniques 
in the psychological literature, but the two most commonly 
used measures have been the Job Descriptive Index (JDI; Smith 
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et al., 1969) and the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire 
(MSQ; Weiss, Dawis, England, & Lofguist, 1967). For the 
purposes of this study, the MSQ-short form was selected. This 
form consists of 20 statements about particular aspects of 
work, for which the respondents must rate their degree of 
satisfaction. An example of a statement is "The feeling of 
accomplishment I get from the job." Subjects respond to these 
items on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from "very 
dissatisfied" to "very satisfied." Previous factor analyses 
have showed that the 20-item short form is best described by 
two factors, intrinsic and extrinsic satisfaction (Weiss et 
al., 1967). In addition, an overall general satisfaction 
score can be computed. Median internal consistency 
reliability coefficients for the MSQ short form are reported 
to be .86 for the intrinsic scale, .80 for extrinsic 
satisfaction and .90 for overall satisfaction. Extensive 
evidence for the validity of the scale is available (Weiss et 
al., 1967) . 
Leisure satisfaction was assessed via the short form of 
the Leisure Satisfaction Scale (Beard & Ragheb, 1980; Ragheb & 
Beard, 1980). This relatively new questionnaire contains 24 
items designed to assess the extent to which the respondent 
perceives that their personal needs are met or satisfied 
through their leisure activities (Beard & Ragheb, 1980). 
Subjects respond on a 5-point Likert scale. The long form of 
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this instrument is a 51-item scale which has been previously 
factor analyzed into six subscales (Beard & Ragheb, 1980). 
The long form was subsequently reduced to a 24-item short form 
with the "best" four items comprising each of the six 
subscales. The authors have interpreted these subscales as 
the following six components of leisure satisfaction (reported 
subscale coefficient alpha reliabilities in parentheses): 
Psychological (.84) is the extent to which leisure provides 
benefits such as a sense of freedom, enjoyment, etc.; 
Educational (.82) reflects the intellectual stimulation and 
learning that is gained from one's leisure activities; Social 
(.80) benefits are the satisfactions derived from having 
rewarding relationships with others; Relaxational (.85) 
satisfaction results when leisure activities provide relief 
from life stress; Physiological (.93) is the extent to which 
one's leisure activities promote physical fitness and well-
being; Aesthetic (.83) satisfaction accrues from engaging in 
leisure in environments which are beautiful, pleasing and well 
designed (Ragheb & Beard, 1980). The median interscale 
correlation is .46, indicating that a Total Scale score may 
also be utilized (total scale alpha is .93). The authors 
report some preliminary validity information, although more 
research using the LSS is needed (cf. Beard & Ragheb, 1980; 
Ragheb & Beard, 1980). 
Finally, leisure activity was assessed by the Leisure 
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Activities Blank (LAB; McKechnie, 1974; 1975). The LAB is 
intended to collect information from respondents regarding 
their past leisure and recreation behaviors, as well as their 
intended future involvement. It consists of a set of 120 
leisure activities which were determined to have high rates of 
participation in the United States. For each activity, 
respondents indicate the extent of their past leisure behavior 
using the following choice format: 1) You have never engaged 
in the activity, 2) You have tried it once or a few times, 3) 
You once did it regularly, but now no longer do it regularly, 
4) You currently engage in it regularly. Respondents then go 
back through the list of activities, indicating their future 
intentions to engage in each activity using this response 
format: 1) You do not expect to do it in the future, 2) You 
are uncertain or don't know, 3) You do expect to do it 
sometime in the future. 
Recent leisure research illustrates that there is little 
agreement on the number of factors or clusters needed to 
adequately represent the dimensions of leisure activity (e.g., 
Tinsley & Johnson, 1984, recommend nine, while Gudykunst, 
Morra, Kantor, & Parker, 1981, offer three). Based upon 
previous factor analyses, LAB scores are intended to be 
interpreted in terms of six factors for the past-behaviors 
scale and nine future-intentions scale factors. While the 
majority of these factors appear to closely correspond to the 
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basic thrust of Holland's RIASEC typology, (e.g.. Mechanics, 
Crafts, Intellectual pursuits, etc.) a one-to-one 
correspondence with the RIASEC categorization is lacking. 
Extensive psychometric information regarding the LAB is 
reported in the manual (McKechnie, 1975). Internal 
consistency reliabilities for LAB-past scales range from .93 
to .81, and for LAB-future scales reliabilities are reported 
to range from .94 to .76. Test-retest reliability also 
appears high for both LAB-past and future scales (ranges 
from .63 to .93). Validational evidence is based upon studies 
of environmental life-style data and personality inventories 
taken by LAB respondents (McKechnie, 1975). 
Procedure 
Because of the geographical diversity of the subject 
sample, a mail survey was selected as the mode of contact. 
Much has been written regarding the limitations and relative 
merits of doing research via mailed questionnaires (e.g.. 
Babbie, 1973; Dillman, 1978, 1983). In general, it appears 
that the method is a viable data-collection procedure when 
steps are taken to encourage high rates of responding (see 
Linsky, 1975 for a review of research on improving survey 
response rates). Survey methodologists such as Dillman (1978) 
have outlined entire design procedures for ensuring high 
returns. However, a number of these steps are simply beyond 
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the reach of researchers on a restricted budget. Whenever 
feasible, suggestions from these methodological sources 
(Dillman, 1978, 1983; Linsky, 1975; Babbie, 1973) were 
utilized in the preparation and mailing procedures. For 
example, the survey was mailed to subjects on a Tuesday in an 
attempt to avoid receipt on high volume "junk" mail days 
(Dillman, 1978), and the set of four questionnaires was 
trimmed and stapled into a single packet. Other 
recommendations followed here included mailing first-class, 
the inclusion of an incentive gift, and individually endorsed 
cover letters (Dillman, 1978, 1983). 
Subjects received the materials in a white 8 1/2" X 11" 
envelope via first-class mail. The envelope had "FIRST CLASS" 
and the author's return address prominently stamped across the 
front, along with the image of the highly recognizable Iowa 
State mascot "Cy". Each envelope contained the packet of four 
questionnaires (the SDS, MSO, LSS, and LAB) with a page of 
demographic questions, and an instructional cover letter which 
had been reproduced on letterhead stationery and individually 
signed in blue ink by the author and her advisor. In 
addition, each envelope contained a printed business reply 
envelope and a complimentary "Iowa State Cyclones" bumper 
sticker as an incentive for participating. Examples of 
materials used in mailing are included in Appendix B. 
The order of questionnaires in the packet was 
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counterbalanced to control for possible order effects and 
subsequent analyses confirmed that questionnaire order had no 
effect on subjects' responses (see Appendix C). The 
demographic information requested included current job title 
and brief description of job duties, sex, date of birth, 
educational level, number of years and months tenure on 
present job, and number of years and months tenure in 
occupation. State of residence was coded on the business 
reply envelopes. Subjects' responses were anonymous and 
confidential—no names were requested and identifying numbers 
were not used, in order to encourage honest participation. 
One week after the initial mailing of surveys, one 
follow-up contact was initiated. This follow-up consisted of 
a mass mailing of "reminder" postcards thanking subjects who 
had already participated, and encouraging the remainder to 
return their completed questionnaires as soon as possible (see 
Appendix B). Further follow-up efforts, although empirically 
demonstrated to improve returns (Linsky, 1975) , were not 
feasible. Subjects were encouraged to contact the 
experimenter for a summary of the study results, and such 
requests were received from 67 individuals. 
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Scoring of Variables 
Each of the survey questionnaires were scored to obtain 
the total scale and subscale scores described earlier. Thus, 
for each subject, the following scores were computed: a) MSQ 
- intrinsic, extrinsic, and overall job satisfaction; b) LSS -
psychological, educational, social, relaxational, 
physiological, aesthetic, and overall leisure satisfaction; 
and c) SDS - activities, competencies, occupations, and 
summary score (reflecting the three highest typological 
resemblances). 
Seventy-eight (21%) of the subjects had equal SDS summary 
scores for two RIASEC types (e.g., their R and I scores were 
both equal to 25). Such "ties" would create difficulties in 
the computation of the indices to be employed here. 
Therefore, for these subjects, ties in SDS summary scores were 
resolved via a coin flip. A value of .1 was added to the 
total score for the "winning" type and the total score of the 
"losing" type was reduced by the same .1 increment. 
Because LAB factors do not directly correspond to Holland 
types, for the purposes of the present study, subjects' LAB 
responses were retranslated into scores on six (RIASEC) 
leisure-past scales and six leisure-future scales. First, LAB 
items were assigned to the RIASEC typology. To accomplish 
this, a group of nine psychology graduate students and faculty 
who were familiar with Holland's hexagonal model were 
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individually asked to assign one (or two if necessary) RIASEC 
high-point code to each of the 120 leisure activity items 
comprising the LAB. Instructions to raters and examples of 
the rating materials are included as Appendix C. 
Second, the nine individuals' ratings were tallied for 
each LAB item. Those items receiving 50% or more of the 
ratings in a single RIASEC category were assigned to that 
category and included in that leisure activity scale for 
subsequent analyses. However, a 40% agreement criterion was 
adopted for the Investigative, Enterprising, and Conventional 
scales in an attempt to increase the number of items on these 
scales and resultant scale reliabilities. Table 1 presents 
the final Leisure Activity Scales, their reliabilities, and 
the LAB items comprising each scale. 
Third, the original LAB item scoring weights were altered 
to make an additive scoring scheme possible. Thus, leisure-
past responses of "never did it," "occasionally," "once did it 
regularly," and "currently do it regularly" were recoded as 0, 
1, 2, and 3, respectively. Similarly, the leisure-future 
responses "do not expect to do it," "uncertain," and "do 
expect to do it" were recoded to 0, 1, and 2, respectively. 
Finally, twelve RIASEC factor scores were obtained for 
each subject, representing their degree of past and expected 
future leisure participation in each leisure environment. 
This was accomplished by summing the subjects' responses for 
Table 1. Leisure activity scali 
Reliability^ 
Scale Past Future 
Realistic .86 .89 
Investigative .56 .62 
Artistic .82 .84 
Social .76 .82 
LAB items Representative 
comprising scale activities 
2, 3, 6, 1, 8/ 17, Archery, Auto Repairing, 
18, 19, 20, 36, 37, Canoeing, Carpentry, 
39, 41, 46, 59, 60, Freshwater Fishing, 
65, 71, 72, 73, 74, Hunting, Camping, Metal-
75, 76, 89, 95, 96, work, Motorboating, 
100, 101, 110, 113, Sailing, Volunteer Fire 
115, 117, 120 Fighting, Weight Lifting, 
(n = 33) Water Skiing, Woodworking 
14, 24, 30, 52, 85, Bird Watching, Chess, 
106, 108 Going to Plays/Lectures, 
(n = 7) Reading Newspapers/ 
Magazines, Traveling 
Abroad, Visiting Museums, 
Crossword Puzzles 
1, 5,, 22, 31, 34, Acting/Dramatics, Ceramics, 
43, 56, 61, 62, 68, Ballet/Modern Dance, 
70, 78, 79, 82, 84, Designing Clothes, Flower 
90, 94, 114, 118 Arranging, Home Decorating, 
(n = 19) Painting/Drawing, Playing 
a Musical Instrument 
25, 26, 32,. 35, 38, Child-related Activities, 
45, 47, 51, 80, 86, Civic Organizations, Folk 
87, 92, 97, 99, 104, Dancing, Going to Night-
107, 109, 119 clubs, Playing Bridge, 
(n = 18) Religious Organizations, 
Talking on Phone, Visiting 
Friends, Writing Letters 
Enterprising ,52 .71 
Conventional ,53 ,57 
4, 21, 49, 57, 81, 
83 
(û = 6) 
15, 27, 29, 48, 63, 
67, 69, 112 
in = 8) 
Attending Auctions, Casino 
Gambling, Going to Horse­
races, Homeowner 
Organizations, Playing 
Poker, Political Activities 
Bookbinding, Collecting 
Coins & etc., Cooking/ 
Baking, Gardening, Jigsaw 
Puzzles, Knitting/Crocheting, 
Listening to Radio, 
Watching TV Shows 
Note. All 371 subjects responded to the LAB list of 120 activities twice; 
first rating their past participation on a 4-point scale, and a second time 
rating their future intended participation on a 3-point scale. 
^Reliabilities are coefficient alphas. 
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the items comprising the particular scale. However, in order 
to control for varying base rates due to the widely divergent 
number of leisure items included across the six RIASEC scales 
(see Table 1), each subject's leisure scale totals were 
converted to percentages of total possible scores. 
Based upon the job title and brief description of work 
activities, each subject's 3-letter Holland job code was 
determined using the Dictionarv of Holland Occupational Codes 
(Gottfredson et al., 1982) and the Occupations Finder from the 
SDS (Holland, 1985c). In addition, each subject was assigned 
a three-letter Holland personality code (based upon their SDS 
summary scores) and two three-letter leisure codes: a 
leisure-past code reflecting their three highest leisure-past 
activity scale scores, and a leisure-future code reflecting 
their three highest leisure-future activity scores. 
Six additional variables were then computed. First, 
Holland's construct of "personality differentiation" was 
operationalized as the absolute value of the difference 
between a subject's highest and lowest total scores for the 
six RIASEC personality categories assessed using the SDS 
(Holland, 1985a). For example, a subject with an SDS summary 
score of R-2 1-4 A-10 S-2 E-11 C-9 would have a 
differentiation score of 11 - 2 = 9. 
Second, five indices of congruence were derived from 
comparisons of each subject's three-letter Holland job code. 
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leisure-past code, leisure-future code, and personality 
summary code. Thus, an index of person-job, person-leisure 
(past), person-leisure (future), job-leisure (past), and job-
leisure (future) congruence was obtained for each subject. 
The selection of a technique for computing congruence is a 
point on which previous studies diverge, and thus deserves 
brief explanation. 
Spokane (1985) reviews the various indices which have 
been utilized to calculate congruence between person and 
environment in previous research. The majority of these 
indices have been based simply on first-letter agreement. For 
example, a subject whose predominant personality interest is 
Enterprising and who is employed as a salesperson (which is an 
Enterprising job) would be classified as "congruent," whereas 
the same person employed as a social worker (which is a Social 
occupation) would be classified as "incongruent." The 
research Spokane (1985) reviews however, lead him to caution 
against the use of first-letter agreement indices, 
particularly when used with mixed male and female samples. 
The Zener-Schnuelle (1976) index, based upon seven levels of 
agreement, has been widely popularized, but its imprecision 
and failure to take into account all combinations of agreement 
make it unacceptable for research purposes. 
Recently however, two mathematically-based indices have 
been developed (Kwak & Pulvino, 1982; lachan, 1984). Neither 
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the Kwak and Pulvino (1982) nor the lachan (1984) indices have 
been utilized in other published research as yet. Although 
comparisons suggest that the Zener-Schnuelle, Kwak-PulvinO/ 
and lachan indices are highly correlated (lachan, 1984), 
Spokane (1985) warns that different procedures for 
operationalizing congruence will still be likely to classify 
different proportions of subjects as "congruent." The 
comparative research needed to resolve this issue has not as 
yet been completed. However, Holland's 1985 edition of the 
SDS Professional Manual endorses lachan's (1984) index as the 
more rigorous alternative to the Zener-Schnuelle (1976) and 
first-letter agreement methods and devotes an Appendix to an 
explanation of its use. Thus, for the purposes of the present 
study, the lachan (1984) technique for computing indices of 
person-job, person-leisure and job-leisure congruence was 
utilized. 
Statistical Analyses 
To test the aforementioned hypotheses, several types of 
analyses were conducted. Pearson product-moment correlations 
were computed between job satisfaction, leisure satisfaction, 
person-job congruence, person-leisure congruence, and job-
leisure congruence, thus testing Hypotheses 1, 3, 4, and 9. 
One-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) and correlations were 
utilized to test for differences in these variables due to 
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demographic factors (Hypothesis 2), and to test for 
significant differences in person-job, person-leisure and job-
leisure congruence across personality types (Hypothesis 7) and 
differences in job-leisure congruence across job type 
(Hypothesis 8). Multiple regression analysis was used to test 
for significant differentiation X congruence interactions 
(Hypotheses 5 and 6)/ to test the hypothesized multivariate 
relationships (Hypotheses 10 and 11), and to identify 
potential moderators of the job-leisure satisfaction 
relationship (Hypothesis 12). 
Following inspection of the results of the above 
analyses, the multiple regression paradigm was utilized for 
several post-hoc exploratory analyses of the congruence-
satisfaction relationship. In addition, z-tests were computed 
to test the congruence indices for statistical significance, 
as described in lachan (1984). 
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RESULTS 
Means, standard deviations and ranges of scores on the 
major variables are presented in Table 2. It will be noted 
that a wide range of values were found for most of the 
variables, in particular the job and leisure satisfaction 
scores and the congruence indices. In addition, subjects 
appeared to represent a rather broad spectrum of demographic 
backgrounds, in terms of age and job/occupational tenure. 
However, it should be recognized that the majority of the 
subjects (72%) were residents of the state of Iowa and the 
average educational level (one year post-college) of this 
group was quite high. Thus, results obtained here may not be 
generalizable to the population as a whole. 
This particular sample was also diverse in terms of 
personality interests, jobs and leisure activities. 
Inspection of the distributions of actual three-letter Holland 
codes for subjects' personalities, jobs and leisure (past) 
activities revealed that 94 different three-letter personality 
codes, 47 three-letter job codes, and 52 three-letter leisure 
activity codes were represented (see Appendix A for 
distributions). The most common personality types were RIC 
(19/371), RIE (18/371) and ERI (11/371), while the most common 
jobs were coded ESR (63/371), SAE (31/371) and IRE (30/371), 
and the most frequently appearing leisure codes were SCI 
(42/370), CSI (38/370), and CIS (37/370). 
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Table 2. Means and standard deviations of major variables 
Variable Mean SD 
Range of Scores 
Actual Theoretical 
Age^ 43.19 4.18 36-64 — — —  
Education^ 16.99 1.40 14-25 — — —  
Job tenure^ 119.45 86.61 1-384 — — —  
Occupational 
tenure 188.75 77.00 1-384 —  — —  
MSQ -Intrinsic 50.32 6.49 13-60 12-60 
MSQ -Extrinsic 19.37 5.26 3^-30 6-30 
MSQ -Total 77.25 11.08 22-99 20-100 
LSS -Total 89.41 12.80 47-120 24-120 
P-J Congruence 16.85 7.84 0-28 0-28 
P-L (Past) 
Congruence 11.18 7.66 0-28 0-28 
P-L (Future) 
Congruence 12.08 8.17 0-28 0-28 
J-L (Past) 
Congruence 11.14 7.77 0-28 0-28 
J-L (Future) 
Congruence 11.84 8.35 0-28 0-28 
Differentiation 25.66 7.40 6.10-45. 00 0-50 
Note. P-J/ P-Lr and J-L refer to person-job, person-
leisure, and job-leisure, respectively. 
Values for age and education are expressed in years. 
^Values for job and occupational tenure are expressed 
in months. 
*^Lower value of actual range is below that of theoretical 
range due to missing data. 
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All of the scales exhibited satisfactory coefficient 
alpha reliabilities, although reliabilities for LSS subscales 
were somewhat low due to the fact that they were based upon 
only four items. Table 3 summarizes reliabilities for the 
personality measure (the SDS)/ reliabilities for the leisure 
activity scales are presented in Table If and Table 4 includes 
reliabilities for the satisfaction measures (the MSQ and LSS). 
Table 4 also presents intercorrelations among the job and 
leisure satisfaction scales. Correlations among the six 
subscales of the LSS were rather high—ranging from .32 
to .67—and all six were highly correlated with the LSS Total 
score. For this reason, and because there was some doubt 
about the conceptual independence of these six components of 
leisure satisfaction, it was decided to use only overall 
leisure satisfaction scores (LSS-Total) for the remainder of 
the analyses. While similarly high correlations were found 
for the MSQ Intrinsic, Extrinsic, and Total scores, it was 
felt that the "intrinsic" and "extrinsic" dimensions of job 
satisfaction possessed the conceptual clarity and sufficient 
previous research support to justify their use in subsequent 
analyses. 
Results presented in Table 4 indicate slight support for 
the hypothesized independence of job and leisure satisfaction 
(Hypothesis 1). The correlation between overall job and 
overall leisure satisfaction was .21 (p<.001). Similarly, 
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Table 3. SDS scale reliabilities® 
Scale R I A S E C 
Activities .83 .86 .79 .81 00
 
to
 
.80 
Competencies .92 .79 .80 .79 .81 
00 
Occupations .85 
00 
.92 .94 
in 00 
.82 
Summary .92 .84 .89 .93 .85 
CO 00 
Note. The summary scales include the Activities, 
Competencies, and Occupations scales plus the Self-Estimates 
ratings. 
^Reliabilities are coefficient alphas, and were computed 
using data from a random subsample of 100 of the subjects. 
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Table 4. Intercorrelations among satisfaction scales^ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
1) MSQ-TOT (.89) 
2) MSQ-INT .85 (.86) 
3) MSQ-EXT .82 .45 (.81) 
4) LSS-TOT .21 .29 .05 (.92) 
5) LSS-PSY .21 .29 .08 .78 (.82) 
6) LSS-ED .08 .19 -.03 .78 .67 (.86) 
7) LSS-SOC .15 .20 .03 .76 .53 .56 (.84) 
8) LSS-REL .11 .13 .05 .72 .48 .38 .46 (.85) 
9) LSS-PHA .13 .18 .03 .70 .42 .41 .34 .46 (.92) 
10) LSS-AES .23 .28 .10 .64 .39 .40 .46 .42 .32 
Note. MSQ-TOT, -INT, and -EXT refer to Total, Intrinsic, 
and Extrinsic scales of the Minnesota Satisfaction 
Questionnaire. LSS refers to the Leisure Satisfaction Scale 
Total scores (TOT) and subscales: Psychological (PSY), 
Educational (ED), Social (SOC), Relaxational (RED, 
Physiological (PHA), and Aesthetic (AES). N = 371. 
^Coefficient alpha reliabilities are on the diagonal. 
^Correlations of .08 or larger are significant at s < .05. 
Correlations greater than .15 are significant at g < .001. 
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intrinsic job satisfaction was significantly related to 
overall leisure satisfaction (£= .29, 2< .001). However, the 
correlation between extrinsic job satisfaction and overall 
leisure satisfaction was nonsignificant. Correlations between 
extrinsic job satisfaction and the leisure satisfaction 
subscales generally repeated this result. 
Interrelationships among the demographic variables, high-
point Holland codes for job, personality and leisure activity, 
and personality differentiation are presented in Tables 5 and 
6. Because the initial contact sample of subjects were 
selected from Alumni Association records on the basis of 
state, sex, and job information, sex X state and state X job 
code (and thus potentially personality and leisure code) 
analyses would be nonsensical and were thus excluded from 
these tables. In addition, because leisure high-point codes 
were not evenly distributed (e.g., only 3 subjects had high-
point leisure-past codes of "A"), cell counts for chi-square 
analyses involving either of the two leisure variables were 
less than optimal. Although chi-sguare is a robust test, 
these particular analyses should be interpreted with caution. 
Values for eta are presented in these and subsequent tables 
(where appropriate) as a measure of association. This measure 
is analogous to a correlation coefficient in that when 
squared, it provides an estimate of the percentage of variance 
in the dependent variable which can be accounted for by the 
Table 5. Interrelationships among predictors^ 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1) Sex 
2) Age -.29** — — 
** 
3) Job tenure -.25 .28** — — 
** 
4) Occupational -.33 
tenure 
.44** .55** — — 
5) Differentiation -.05 .08 -.03 .02 — — 
6) Education^ .20° .60 
(.04) 
* 
4.25 
(.10) 
1.07 
(.05) 
6.04* 
(.12) 
— — 
7) State^ * 3.52 
(.19) 
7.66** 
(.27) 
6.31** 
(.25) 
1.94 
(.14) 
5.09^ 
Note. Sex was coded 1 = male, 2 = female. Education was coded 1 = 16 years 
and under and 2 = over 16 years. Job tenure and occupational tenure are recorded 
in number of months. State of residence was coded 1 - Iowa, 2 = Illinois, 3= 
Minnesota, 4 = Texas, 5 = California. = 371. Values for eta in parentheses. 
®Test statistic for these interrelationships is £ unless otherwise noted. 
^Test statistic for this variable is F with 1 df. 
°Test statistic for this relationship is with 1 df. 
^Test statistic for this relationship is with 4 df. 
ifr 'if 'ft 
, E < .05 and .001, respectively. 
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Table 6. Relationships between high-point codes and 
predictors 
High-point code 
Variable Job Personality Leisure(p) Leisure(f) 
*  **  
Age 2.56 5.04 .60 2.02 
(.18) (.25) (.09) (.16) 
**  *  
_ *  
Job tenure 8.22 2.24 2.71 .97 
(.31) (.17) (.18) (.11) 
**  **  _ * *  *  
Occupational 6.44 4.37 3.91 2.21 
tenure (.28) (.23) (.22) (.17) 
**  *  
Differentiation 3.43 2.54 2.13 1.82 
(.21) (.18) (.16) (.15) 
K **  **  
3.86 Education 27.44 21.90 8.99 
Personality^ 
**  
High-point code 199.80 
Leisure (p) 
**  **  
High-point code 46.70 51.35 
Leisure (f) 
**  **  
High-point code 34.83 59.84 199.82 
Note. Education was coded 1 = 16 years and under and 2 = 
over 16 years. Job tenure and occupational tenure are 
recorded in number of months, age is in years. N = 371 to 
368 due to missing data, (p) and (f) refer to past and future 
leisure. Values for eta are noted in parentheses. 
^Test statistic for these interrelationships is F 
unless otherwise noted. 
^Test statistic for this variable is with 5 df. 
^Test statistic for this bottom section of table is 
X with 25 df. 
* ** 
t E < .05 and .001, respectively. 
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independent variable. 
Despite these problems. Tables 5 and 6 do present some 
interesting results. Males in this sample were significantly 
older than females (jc= -.29, p < .001) and reported 
significantly longer job and occupational tenure than females 
(E < .001), which may in part be due to their older age. 
However, partial correlations computed between sex and job 
tenure (i= -.19, p< .001) and sex and occupational tenure (%= 
-.23, 2< .001) controlling for the age of subjects indicated 
that these sex differences in tenure cannot be attributed 
solely to the fact that males were, on average, older and thus 
had been in the workforce longer. There was no significant 
difference between males and females in educational level or 
in personality differentiation, suggesting that both males and 
females had equivalent levels of educational training and 
clarity of interests. 
Highly significant male-female differences in high-point 
code for job, personality, and leisure were found (p< .001), 
and inspection of cell frequencies for these Chi-squares 
revealed some interesting patterns and are therefore presented 
as Table 7. For personality high-point codes, 98% of those 
classified as Realistic, 66% of Investigative, and 69% of 
those subjects classified as Enterprising were males. Females 
in this sample dominated the Artistic and Social personality 
types, with 72% and 83%, respectively. However, subjects 
Table 7. Distributions of job, personality, 
high-point codes by sex 
Variable R I A 
Job 23 71 25 
high- M 9.6 29.6 10.4 
point 85.2 80.7 56.8 
code 
4 17 19 
F 3.0 12.9 14.5 
14.8 19.3 43.2 
Total 27 88 44 
— 
7.3 23.7 11.8 
Personality 88 47 5 
high- M 36.6 19.5 2.1 
point 98.8 66.2 27.8 
code 
1 24 13 
P 0.7 18.3 9.9 
1.1 33.8 72.2 
Total 89 71 18 
———— 
23.9 19.1 4.8 
Leisure (P) 10 59 0 
high- M 4.2 24.7 0.0 
point 100.0 74.7 0.0 
code 
0 20 3 
F 0.0 15.3 2.3 
0.0 25.3 100.0 
leisure (past) and leisure (future) 
S E c X* 
33 82 6 
13.7 34.2 2.5 
46.5 71.3 23.1 
38 33 20 
29.0 25.2 15.3 
53.5 28.7 76.9 
71 115 26 
19.1 31.0 7.0 
9 71 20 
3.7 29.6 8.3 
17.0 69.9 52.6 
44 31 18 
33.6 23.6 13.7 
83.0 30.4 47.3 
53 102 38 
14.3 27.5 10.2 
98 11 61 
41.0 4.6 25.5 
73.7 100.0 45.5 
35 0 73 
26.7 0.0 55.7 
26.3 0.0 54.5 
Total 10 79 3 133 11 134 
— — — — — —  
2.7 21.4 0.8 35.9 2.9 36.2 
Leisure (f) 8 125 0 40 40 24 
high- M 3.3 52.7 0.0 16.8 16.8 10.1 
point 100.0 66.1 0.0 72.7 88.9 35.3 
code 
0 64 3 15 5 44 
P 0.0 48.8 0.8 11.4 3.8 33.6 
0.0 33.8 100.0 27.2 11.1 64.7 
Total a 189 3 55 45 68 
2.2 51.3 
CO o
 14.9 12.2 18.5 
Note. The first value in each cell represents the cell frequency, the 
second value is the row percentage, and the third value is the column percentage 
for the variable. Values for totals represent the total column frequency and 
column percentage for the variable. Row totals for job and personality high-
point code are 240 males (64.7%) and 131 females (35.3%); row totals for males 
for leisure past (239) and leisure future (237) are lower due to missing data, 
(p) and (f) refer to past and future leisure. All chi-square values have 5 df 
and were significant at p < .0001. 
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classified as Conventional personalities were about evenly 
split between males and females (53% and 47%, respectively). 
When job types were examined, a somewhat different 
pattern emerged. Males in this sample were the incumbents in 
Realistic, Investigative, and Enterprising jobs more often 
than were women (85%, 80% and 71% male, respectively). 
Females dominated the Conventional jobs (76%), and males and 
females were about evenly split in Artistic and Social jobs 
(56% and 46% male, respectively). 
High-point codes for past leisure activities followed the 
pattern of personality high-point codes more closely than the 
pattern for jobs. No females were found to have past leisure 
activity typified as Realistic or Enterprising, while 100% of 
the Artistic leisure types were females. And while males 
comprised 75% of the Investigative and 73% of the Social 
leisure types. Conventional leisure types were about evenly 
split between males and females (54% female). It should be 
noted however, that overall very few subjects were classified 
as having Realistic, Artistic, or Enterprising leisure high-
point codes (ns = 10, 3, and 11, respectively). 
Comparison of individual cell counts for the Chi-square 
analyses for sex X leisure-past high-point code and sex X 
leisure-future (summarized in Table 7) indicated shifts, for 
both sexes, in the frequencies of certain leisure high-point 
codes. Specifically, in going from past leisure to future 
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leisure intentions, the number of Conventional and Social 
leisure types decreased (from a male/female ratio of 61/73 for 
Conventional and 98/35 for Social to ratios of 24/44 for 
Conventional and 40/15 for Social), while the number of 
Enterprising and Investigative types increased (past leisure 
male/female ratios of 11/10 and 59/20 to future leisure ratios 
of 40/5 and 125/64, respectively). Put another way, when 
subjects were asked about their future leisure plans, for both 
sexes there appeared to be a shift away from their past 
Conventional and Social leisure towards Enterprising and 
Investigative types of activities. Frequencies for Realistic 
and Artistic types were virtually identical for past and 
future leisure activity. 
Turning to other results of interest in Tables 5 and 6, 
personality differentiation was found to be significantly 
higher for subjects with lower levels of education (F(l) = 
6.04, E< .01). That is, subjects who had completed one year 
or more of post-baccalaureate education had a lower mean 
personality differentiation (M= 24.65) than those ending their 
formal education with a college degree (M= 26.5) . 
Educational level was also found to be related to type of 
job and type of personality (g< .001), but not to type of 
leisure activity (see Table 5). Specifically, subjects in 
Investigative and Artistic jobs tended to have completed more 
than 16 years of schooling (56 and 68% of these subjects). 
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while subjects employed in Realistic, Enterprising, and 
Conventional jobs tended to have 16 years or less (74, 61, and 
80%, respectively). Persons employed in Artistic jobs were 
evenly divided between these two educational levels (49 and 
51%). 
From the perspective of personality types. Investigative 
and Social personalities tended to have completed more than a 
4-year bachelor's degree (60% of subjects in each type), while 
Enterprising personalities were about evenly split between the 
two educational levels. Realistic, Artistic and Conventional 
personalities tended to have completed 16 years or less of 
school (60, 61, and 79%, respectively). 
The results in Table 6 also indicate a significant 
relationship between job high-point code and personality 
differentiation (F(5) = 3.43, p< .004) and between personality 
type and differentiation (F(5) = 2.54, g< .02). Mean 
comparisons using Tukey's Honestly Significant Difference 
(BSD) procedure indicated that subjects employed in Artistic 
jobs had significantly lower (g< .05) personality 
differentiation scores than those in Social, Enterprising, and 
Investigative jobs. However, for personality high-point 
codes, mean comparisons indicated that none of the pairs of 
the six RIASEC groups had differentiation scores which 
differed at the .05 level. 
Significant differences in age, job tenure and 
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occupational tenure were found across job and personality 
high-point codes (see Table 6 for specific values for these 
tests). Mean comparisons yielded the following results. 
Persons employed in Social jobs were significantly (2< .05) 
older (M= 44.4) than those employed in Artistic jobs (M= 
41.8) , while mean age comparisons of personality types 
indicated that both Realistic (M= 44.5) and Enterprising 
personalities (M= 43.3) were significantly (2< .05) older than 
Artistic personalties {M= 40.2). The Realistic personality 
type was also significantly (g< .05) older than the 
Investigative personality type (M= 42.1) . As far as job and 
occupational tenure were concerned, subjects employed in the 
Realistic (M= 151.8), Investigative (M= 146.4), and Social (M= 
139.8) job types were each found to have significantly longer 
(2< .05) job tenure than those in Enterprising jobs (M= 85.7), 
and these means for Realistic and Investigative jobs were also 
significantly higher (p< .05) than the mean job tenure for 
Conventional types (M= 86.3). Differences between job types 
in mean occupational tenure were very similar to this pattern, 
with Investigative and Social types having significantly 
longer (e< .05) occupational tenure than Conventional and 
Enterprising types. In addition, persons employed in Artistic 
jobs showed significantly longer occupational tenure than 
those in Conventional jobs. Mean comparisons of job tenure 
across personality types indicated that no two types were 
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significantly different at the .05 level. However, the 
Realistic and Social personality types showed occupational 
tenure significantly longer (2< .05) than that of Artistic 
personalities. Realistic personalities also had significantly 
longer occupational tenure (£< .05) than Enterprising 
personalities. 
To summarize the above results, it appeared that in this 
sample the Artistic personalities and those employed in 
Artistic jobs tended to be younger. Subjects employed in 
Enterprising and Conventional jobs tended to have shorter job 
and occupational tenure. And while there were no reliable 
differences in job tenure across personality types. Artistic, 
Enterprising, and Conventional personality types had 
significantly shorter occupational tenure. 
Because the "fit" between personality, job and leisure 
was the central focus of this study, the chi-square results 
concerning the relations between person, job, and leisure 
high-point codes were of particular interest (Table 6). These 
results showed that for the sample as a whole, the pairing of 
job, personality, and leisure types was far from random— 
indeed, only the match between high-point job and leisure-
future codes failed to achieve statistical significance. 
While the relationship between leisure-past and leisure-future 
high-point codes would be expected to be strong (%^(25) = 
199.82, E< .0001), the chi-square statistic for the job X 
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2 personality high-point code analysis (x (25) = 199.80, 
E< .0001) was somewhat unexpected relative to the magnitude of 
this statistic for the job X leisure and personality X leisure 
analyses (see Table 6). For this reason, observed and 
expected cell frequencies for the job X personality code chi-
square analysis are presented in Table 8. 
Examination of the observed and expected frequencies 
presented in Table 8 suggests that there was a highly 
significant first-letter agreement between job and personality 
types for this sample as a whole. Were jobs and personalities 
perfectly matched (in terms of high-point codes), all of the 
cases would be found in the cells down the top-left-to-bottom-
right diagonal, and if the opposite case were true (i.e., that 
job and personality types were randomly paired), cell observed 
frequencies in this table would approximate the expected 
frequencies. However, as can be seen in Table 8, in all six 
cells down the diagonal the observed frequencies exceeded the 
expected frequencies, while, this was true for only four of the 
off-diagonal cells. Thus, in terms of high-point codes, it 
can be said that there was a highly significant match between 
job and personality types. 
This conclusion was also suggested by another method of 
analysis. lachan (1984) describes a ^ -statistic which can be 
computed to test his index of congruence for significance. 
For each of the five congruence indices used here (i.e.. 
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Table 8. Relationship between personality and job high-point 
codes 
Personality High-point Code 
Total 
Job High- R I A S EC Observed 
point Code Frequency 
R 13 7 1 0 4 2 27 
( 6.5) ( 5.2) ( 1.3) ( 3.9) ( 7.4) ( 2.8) 
I 33 37 0 4 10 4 88 
(21.1) (16.8) ( 4.3) (12.6) (24.2) ( 9.0) 
A 7 6 6 8 15 2 44 
(10.6) ( 8.4) ( 2.1) ( 6.3) (12.1) ( 4.5) 
S 10 8 1 30 14 8 71 
(17.0) (13.6) ( 3.4) (10.1) (19.5) ( 7.3) 
E 24 9 6 10 56 10 115 
(27.6) (22.0) ( 5.6) (16.4) (31.6) (11.8) 
C 2 4 4 1 3 12 26 
( 6.2) ( 5.0) ( 1.3) ( 3.7) ( 7.1) ( 2.7) 
Total 89 71 18 53 102 38 371 
Note. The first value in each cell represents the 
observed frequency and the value in parentheses is the 
expected frequency for the cell. 
^ (df = 25) = 199.80, p < .0001. 
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person-job, person-leisure (past), person-leisure (future), 
job-leisure (past), and job-leisure (future)), this a-test was 
conducted. Appendix D contains these tests. All five of 
these tests yielded s-scores which were significant at at 
least the .005 level, and in the case of person-job 
congruence, at the .0001 level. Thus, when three-letter codes 
are compared, it can be concluded that highly significant 
levels of congruence existed for this sample. However, 
comparison of only high-point codes for job and leisure-future 
resulted in a nonsignificant chi-sguare statistic and the 
conclusion that job and future leisure intentions were not 
related, while the use of three-letter codes for this 
comparison yielded a statistically significant (p< .0001) z-
statistic and thus the opposite conclusion. This discrepancy 
supports Spokane's (1985) claim that the use of different 
indices of congruence across studies may have contributed to 
the divergence in previous results. 
Intercorrelations among the five lachan (1984) congruence 
indices were computed and appear in Table 9. Particularly 
striking was the lack of significant relationships between 
person-job congruence and any of the other congruence indices. 
Thus, Hypothesis 2 failed to receive support, indicating that 
congruence between a subject's personality and job bore no 
relationship to the fit between their personality and leisure 
or to the fit between their job and leisure. High 
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Table 9. Intercorrelations among congruence indices^ 
1 2 3 4 5 
1) Person-job 
2) Person-leisure 
(past) 01 
3) Person-leisure 
(future) 01 52 
4) Job-leisure 
(past) 03 .39 17 
5) Job-leisure 
(future) .02 .21 .37 .54 
Note. All indices of congruence were computed using 
lachan's (1984) method. Past and future denote the leisure 
activity scales used to determine the code for subjects' 
leisure activity. N = 371. 
^Correlations of .08 or larger are significant at g < .05 
and correlations greater than .15 are significant at g < .001. 
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correlations were obtained between those indices which 
utilized common codes, suggesting that these correlations were 
spuriously high due to shared method variance. For example, 
the correlation between job-leisure (future) and job-leisure 
(past) congruence was .54, while job-leisure (future) 
correlated .37 with person-leisure (future). In the first 
example, the job codes used to compute the two congruence 
indices were identical, and the instrument used to measure 
leisure codes (the LAB) was the same, but with differing 
response alternatives. In the second example, the leisure 
codes used (leisure-future) to compute both indices were 
identical. In general, it was concluded that person-leisure 
and job-leisure congruence were significantly related to each 
other, yet unrelated to person-job congruence. 
Univariate relationships between the "predictor" 
variables and job and leisure satisfaction are presented in 
Table 10, while the relationships between these same predictors 
and the five congruence indices are summarized in Table 11. 
Because these predictors are a mixture of discrete and 
continuous variables, these tables present either F-values 
(and eta as a measure of association) or Pearson product-
moment correlations where appropriate. 
Inspection of Table 10 reveals that few of these variables 
were found to be directly related to job or leisure 
satisfaction. Of those significant relationships that were 
Table 10. Univariate relationships between predictors and satisfaction variables 
Dependent Variables 
Independent MSQ- MSQ- MSQ- LSS-
Variables Total Intrinsic Extrinsic Total 
F E E eta E êtâ 
Education .03 .01 3.13 .09 1,93 .07 5.97** .12 
State .45 .07 .51 .07 .81 .09 00
 
.11 
Job High-point 
code .89 .10 1.49 .14 1.56 .14 3.14** .20 
Personality High-
point code 1.53 .14 1.16 .12 2.07 .16 3.67** .21 
Leisure (p) High-
point code 1.46 .14 1.30 .13 2.02 .16 2.40* .18 
Leisure (f) High-
point code .69 .09 .67 .09 1.25 .13 .61 .09 
£ L £ 
Sex .02 .03 .02 .02 
Age .00 -.01 .00 .08 
Job tenure .05 .09* -.02 .07 
Occupational 
tenure .05 .06 .00 .13 
Differentiation -.02 -.07 .04 .00 
P-J Congruence .05 .06 .03 .00 
P-L (p) Congruence -.04 -.06 -.01 .05 
P-L (f) Congruence -.06 -.05 -.07 -.05 
J-L (p) Congruence .07 .00 .11** .14 
J-L (f) Congruence .05 .02 .06 .07 
Note. MSQ and LSS refer to scores on the Minnesota Satisfaction 
Questionnaire and the Leisure Satisfaction Scale. (p) and (f) refer to past and 
future. P-J, P-L and J-L refer to person-job, person-leisure, and job-leisure 
congruence indices. Î3 ranges from 371 to 368 due to missing data. 
*E < .05 
Table 11. Univariate relationships between predictors and 
congruence variables 
Dependent Variables 
Independent Person-Job Person-Leisure (p) 
Variables F i or Eta F % or Eta 
Education .01 .00 .01 .00 
State 2.14 .15 1.93 .14 
Job High-point code 3.25* .20 3.28* .20 
Personality 
High-point code 
** 
8.82 .32 26.21** .51 
Leisure (p) 
High-point code .45 .07 
** 
4.89 .25 
Leisure (f) 
High-point code .99 .11 .59 .09 
Sex .17** .19** 
Age -.01 
** 
-.09 
Job tenure -.06 .00 
Occupational tenure -.07 
1—1 o
 
R 
Differentiation 
* 
.12 .17** 
Note. Dependent variables are congruence indices. Sex 
was coded 1 = male, 2 = female. Leisure (p) and Leisure (f) 
refer to leisure-past and leisure-future, respectively. 
N ranges from 371 to 368 due to missing data. 
*E < .05. 
** 
E < .001. 
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Dependent Variables 
Person-Leisure (f) Job-Leisure (p) Job-Leisure (f) 
F £ or Eta F £ or Eta F £ or Eta 
.03 .01 .00 .00 2.07 .07 
.08 .03 2.14 .15 .88 .09 
** ** ** 
3.91 .22 18.28 .44 21.45 .47 
21.15** .47 2.07 .16 5.52** .26 
2.12 .16 9.20** .33 2.82* .19 
** ** 
4.34 .23 .49 .08 7.23 .30 
** 
-.03 .00 -.19 
-.06 .06 .02 
.00 .06 .07 
.02 .01 .07 
* * ** 
.09 .13 .13 
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identified, only one significant correlation was found between 
job satisfaction and the various congruence indices. MSQ-
Extrinsic scores were significantly related to job-leisure 
(past) congruence (% = .11, p < .01), suggesting that subjects 
who had a stronger fit between their job and past leisure 
activities tended to have higher extrinsic job satisfaction. 
Thus, the findings in Table 10 failed to support Hypothesis 3, 
which had predicted positive significant correlations between 
the job satisfaction variables and person-job congruence, but 
no direct relationships between job satisfaction and person-
leisure or job-leisure congruence. 
Contrary to expectations, leisure satisfaction was not 
significantly related to either person-leisure (past) or 
person-leisure (future) congruence (see Table 10). Also 
contrary to Hypothesis 4 was the finding of a significant 
correlation between LSS-Total scores and job-leisure (past) 
congruence (% = .14, p < .01), suggesting that subjects who 
had a stronger congruence between their job and past leisure 
activities reported higher overall leisure satisfaction. 
Table 10 also summarizes the interesting finding that job 
satisfaction did not vary as a function of job, personality or 
leisure type. The fact that there were no significant 
differences in overall, intrinsic, or extrinsic job 
satisfaction across these varied jobs and personalities (and 
across most of the other predictor variables as well) was 
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surprising. Leisure satisfaction on the other hand, was 
significantly related to job, personality, and leisure (past) 
activities (see Table 10). Mean comparisons using Tukey's HSD 
procedure (Table 12) found that Social and Enterprising 
personalities each reported significantly (p < .05) higher 
leisure satisfaction than Investigative types and Social 
personalities also had significantly (p < .05) higher leisure 
satisfaction than Conventional personalities. In terras of job 
types, subjects employed in Artistic jobs reported 
significantly (p < .05) higher leisure satisfaction than those 
employed in Realistic jobs. Finally, mean comparisons showed 
that subjects engaging in Investigative types of past leisure 
reported significantly (p < .05) higher leisure satisfaction 
than those engaging in Conventional leisure activities. 
Hypothesis 5 predicted that no significant differences 
would be found across job satisfaction, leisure satisfaction, 
or the five congruence indices due to the demographic 
variables of sex, age, educational level, job tenure, 
occupational tenure, or state of residence. Of these 54 (9 X 
6) relationships tested (summarized in Tables 10 and 11), 
eight, or 15%, were found to be statistically significant. 
Although this is slightly more than would be expected to 
achieve significance due to chance alone, most of these 
relationships were quite modest in magnitude. These 
statistically significant results can be summarized as 
Table 12. Results of mean comparisons for significant univariate Fs in 
Tables 10 and 11^ 
Means for Independent Variable; Personality High-point Code 
Dependent 
Variable R I A S E C 
LSS-Total 88.53 85.90 92.44 93.22^^ 9I.53I 85.55 
P-J Congruence 14.16 17.26 13.88 2O.7IRAC I8.74RC 13.28 
P-L(p) Congruence 8.66 15.28*AG 7.55 I5.O9RAG 7.04 16.76**B 
P-L(f) Congruence 9.42 IS.GlBASEC 8.94 11.24 9.64 13.42 
J-L(f) Congruence 12.53 14.90^® 9.27 8.67 10.30 14.23® 
Means for Independent Variable: Job High-point Code 
LSS-Total 84.59 88.89 94.15^ 91.90 88.33 86.07 
P-J Congruence 17.62 18.55* 13.29 15.94 17.53* 15.76 
P-L(p) Congruence 10.55 11.36 8.93 13.66*8 10.04 13.26 
P-L(f) Congruence 11.29 14.72®* &.81 12.69 11.03 12.46 
J-L(p) Congruence 8.29 13.27**^ 6.93 I4.21RAE 8.20 18.53^1*8 
J-L(f) Congruence 6.77 18.00**GE 7.75 10.90 9.54 15.88**GB 
Means for Independent Variable; Leisure (P) High-point Code 
LSS-Total 91.80 91.86^ 89.66 90.54 92.09 86.47 
P-L(p) Congruence 16.70 12.70 10.33 10.24 I8.81GC 10.26 
J-L(p) Congruence 13.50 12.18^ 17.33 12.36^ 2O.45IGC 8.29 
J-L(f) Congruence 10.10 12.64 14.00 12.59 I8.27C 10.26 
Means for Independent Variable; Leisure (f) High-point Code 
P-L(f) Congruence 19.25^ 12.39 16.66 10.80 I5.I3C 9.73 
J-L(f) Congruence 8.50 11.86^ 15.00 14.09^ I6.I5IC 7.86 
Note. Superscripts identify the groups which are significantly higher than 
the referenced mean at p < .05. P-J, P-L, J-L, (p), and (f) refer to person-
job, person-leisure, job-leisure, past and future, respectively. 
^Mean comparisons were conducted using Tukey's Studentized Range (HSD) . 
procedure. 
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follows. Females were found to have significantly higher 
person-job (% = .17, p <.001) and person-leisure (past) 
congruence (x = .19, E <.001), while maleë had significantly 
higher job-leisure (future) congruence (% = -.19, p <.001). 
Younger subjects were found to have significantly higher 
person-leisure (past) congruence (% = -.09, p <.05), while 
older age was significantly related to higher reported leisure 
satisfaction (£ = .08, p <.05). Longer job tenure was 
significantly related to high intrinsic job satisfaction 
(£ = .09,p <.05), and longer occupational tenure was 
significantly associated with high leisure satisfaction 
(£ = .13, p <.01). Finally, subjects with a post-
baccalaureate education had signifcantly higher (M = 91.1) 
overall leisure satisfaction than those completing 16 years of 
schooling or less (M = 87.9; F(l) = 5.97, p <.01). 
As predicted in Hypothesis 6, person-job, person-leisure 
(past and future), and job-leisure (future only) congruence 
were all significantly related to high-point personality code. 
These highly significant (p < .001) relationships are 
summarized in Table 11. Mean comparisons (Table 12) indicate 
that the Social and Enterprising personalities showed 
significantly (p < .05) higher person-job congruence than the 
Realistic or Conventional types, and the mean congruence for 
the Social personality was also significantly higher than that 
for Artistic types. Comparisons of mean person-leisure (past) 
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congruence revealed that Investigative, Social, and 
Conventional personalities did not differ significantly from 
each other, but were significantly higher (g < .05) than the 
Realistic, Artistic, and Enterprising types. Investigative 
personalities showed a mean person-leisure (future) congruence 
significantly (p < .05) higher than all other types. Finally, 
in terms of job-leisure (future) congruence. Investigative and 
Conventional personalities differed significantly (p < .05) 
from Social types, and Investigative personalities were also 
significantly higher (p < .05) than the Enterprising group. 
Hypothesis 7 was also strongly supported by these data. 
As suggested by Rousseau (1978), job-leisure congruence (past 
and future) varied significantly (p < .001) as a function of 
high-point code for job (see Table 11). Specifically, mean 
comparisons (Table 12) showed that subjects employed in 
Investigative, Social, and Conventional jobs had significantly 
higher (p < .05) congruence between their job and past leisure 
activity than subjects employed in Realistic, Artistic, and 
Enterprising jobs. Those subjects employed in Conventional 
jobs had the highest mean job-leisure (past) congruence (M = 
18.53), which was significantly higher (p < .05) than all 
other groups except Social. In terms of congruence between 
job and future leisure intentions, subjects employed in 
Investigative and Conventional jobs had significantly higher 
(p < .05) mean congruence than all four other job types, but 
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did not differ significantly from each other. 
In addition to these hypothesized relations for job-
leisure congruence, person-job and person-leisure congruence 
were significantly related to high-point job code, though not 
as strongly (see Table 11). Mean comparisons, summarized in 
Table 12, indicated that subjects employed in Investigative 
and Enterprising jobs had significantly higher (p < .05) mean 
levels of person-job congruence than those employed in 
Artistic type jobs. Subjects who worked in Social jobs 
reported significantly (p < .05) higher person-leisure (past) 
congruence than those engaged in Artistic or Enterprising 
occupations. Similarly, subjects employed in Investigative 
jobs showed significantly higher (p < .05) levels of 
congruence between their personality and future leisure 
intentions than subjects employed in Artistic or Enterprising 
jobs. 
The remaining five hypotheses (8 through 12) were 
concerned with multivariate relationships among the variables. 
Hypotheses 8 and S proposed that personality differentiation 
moderated the relationship between (8) job satisfaction and 
person-job congruence, and (9) leisure satisfaction and 
person-leisure congruence. Multiple regression analysis 
results, presented in Table 13, revealed that the interaction 
of person-job congruence and personality differentiation had 
no significant effect on the prediction of overall, intrinsic. 
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Table 13. Multiple regression results for job satisfaction 
variables 
Hypothesized 
Independent 
Dependent Variable 
Variables 
in Model 
MSQ-
Total 
MSQ-
Intrinsic 
MSQ-
Extrinsic 
F"" F F 
P-J Congruence (PJ) .01 .51 .33 
Differentiation (D) .20 3.17 .58 
PJ X D .06 1.37 .20 
Model ,003 r015 T003 
Personality High-
point code 1.71 1.05 1.91 
Job High-point 
code 1.02 1.69 .93 
P-J Congruence 1.20 1.68 .27 
J-L (p) Congruence 
X Differentiation 1.03 .05 3.49 
Model R^ o
 
H
 
.041 .057 
Personality High-
point code 1.71 1.05 1.90 
Job High-point 
code .94 1.66 .98 
P-J Congruence 1.26 1.62 .35 
J-L (f) Congruence 
.68 X Differentiation .35 .01 
Model R^ o
 
o
 
.041 .050 
Note. P-J and J-L refer to person-job and job-leisure 
congruence indices and (p) and (f) refer to past and future. 
R is the coefficient of determination for the model 
containing the group of independent variables listed. N = 
371. 
^None of the F values reached significance at g < .05. 
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or extrinsic job satisfaction. Similar nonsignificant results 
were obtained for predicting overall leisure satisfaction 
using person-leisure congruence, differentiation, and the 
congruence X differentiation interaction (Table 14). Thus, in 
this sample, differentation did not moderate the congruence-
satisfaction relationship, and Hypotheses 8 and 9 were not 
supported. 
Hypotheses 10 and 11 also suggested that job and leisure 
satisfaction were the function of multivariate influences. 
Specifically, it was hypothesized that job satisfaction was a 
function of several variables: personality type, job type, 
person-job congruence, and the interaction of job-leisure 
congruence with differentiation (Hypothesis 10). These 
variables were entered into a multiple regression equation to 
predict each of three dependent variables: overall, intrinsic, 
and extrinsic job satisfaction. The results of these analyses 
are summarized in Table 13. Tests of significance for each of 
the terms in these models were nonsignificant, however the 
value for the job-leisure (past) congruence X differentiation 
interaction approached traditional significance levels 
(E < .06). Inspection of the coefficient of determination 
(R ) for these models reveals that, in combination, 
personality type, job type, person-job congruence, and the 
job-leisure congruence X differentiation interaction accounted 
for only 4 to 5 percent of the variation in job satisfaction 
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Table 14. Multiple regression results for overall leisure 
satisfaction 
Hypothesized Dependent Variable 
Independent ' 
Variables 
in Model LSS-Total 
F 
P-L (p) Congruence (PLP) .00 
P-L (f) Congruence (PLF) 2.03 
Differentiation (D) .87 
PLP X PLF .34 
PLP X D .11 
PLF X D 1.23 
PLP X PLF X D .31 
Model .016 
** 
Personality High-point code 5.06 
Leisure (p) High-point code 2.09 
P-L (p) Congruence 1.06 
J-L (p) Congruence X 
Differentiation 2.11 
Model .101 
Personality High-point code 4.51 
Leisure (f) High-point code 1.18 
P-L (f) Congruence .40 
J-L (f) Congruence X ** 
Differentiation 7.80 
Model .081 
Note. P-L, J-L, (p) and (f) refer to person-leisure, 
job-leisure, past, and future, respectively. N = 370 to 
368 due to missing data. 
** 
g < .005. 
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scores. 
The results pertaining to Hypothesis 11 appear in Table 
14. The multiple regression of personality type, leisure 
type, person-leisure congruence and the job-leisure congruence 
X differentiation interaction onto LSS-Total scores resulted 
in several highly significant (p < .005) effects. 
Specifically, high-point personality code was a highly 
significant (p < .005) predictor, a finding which was 
discussed previously in the context of univariate 
relationships (see Table 10). In addition, a significant 
{p < .005) effect was found for the interaction of job-leisure 
(future) congruence with personality differentiation. In an 
attempt to interpret this interaction effect, means were 
computed for LSS-Total score using subject groupings based 
upon a median split (Median = 26) for the differentiation 
variable, and a subgrouping of subjects into quartiles based 
upon job-leisure (future) congruence scores. 
It became apparent from the examination of these subgroup 
means that subjects who were relatively undifferentiated (i.e. 
had no clear-cut personality interests) tended to have higher 
mean leisure satisfaction when there was a moderate (M = 91.1) 
or a very high (M = 90.8) level of congruence between their 
job and their future leisure intentions. Meanwhile, subjects 
who were relatively highly differentiated tended to have 
highest mean leisure satisfaction when the congruence between 
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their job and their future leisure intentions was either very 
low (M = 90.1) or very high (M = 90.6). However, it should be 
noted that despite the statistical significance of this 
interaction, the overall model was able to explain only 8% of 
the variation in leisure satisfaction scores (see Table 14). 
Hypothesis 11 then, was considered to have received partial 
support. 
The final hypothesis (12) maintained that the 
relationship between job and leisure satisfaction is moderated 
by the congruence between job and leisure activities. This 
question was investigated via examination of interaction 
effects in a multiple regression paradigm. As shown in Table 
15, however, job-leisure (past or future) congruence did not 
significantly moderate the relationship between leisure 
satisfaction scores and scores for overall, intrinsic, or 
extrinsic job satisfaction. The variable of sex was included 
in these analyses because the relationship between sex and 
job-leisure (future) congruence (£ = -.19, p < .001) caused 
some speculation that the potential moderating effect of job-
leisure congruence might differ for males and females in this 
sample. The results for this interaction effect (see LSS X 
JLP X SEX and LSS X JLF X SEX in Table 15) however, failed to 
bear out this speculation. 
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Table 15. Moderator effects on the relationship between job 
and leisure satisfaction 
Dependent Variable 
Hypothesized ; 
Variables in MSQ- MSQ- MSQ-
Model Total Intrinsic Extrinsic 
F^ h F h F h 
LSS--Total (LSS) .14 .08 .34 .08 .06 -.02 
J-L (P) Congruence (JLP) 1.04 1.54 .05 .19 2.30 1.10 
Sex .10 -4.45 .29 -4.28 .04 -1.27 
LSS X JLP .55 -.01 .01 .00 1.24 .00 
LSS X Sex .31 .08 .54 .06 .25 .03 
JLP X Sex .77 -.84 .00 -.02 2.24 -.69 
LSS X JLP X Sex .39 .00 .02 .00 1.35 .00 
Model .0Ç r 0 4  
LSS-•Total (LSS) .00 .00 .60 .11 1.57 -.15 
J-L (f) Congruence (JLF) .36 .87 .40 .53 .00 .01 
Sex .26 -7.07 .00 .07 1.79 -8.89 
LSS X JLF .11 .00 .14 .00 .06 .00 
LSS X Sex .58 .11 .06 .02 2.48 .11 
JLF X Sex .36 -.58 .48 -.39 .00 .01 
LSS X JLF X Sex .13 .00 .17 .00 .05 .00 
Model t O Ç  
Note. MSQ, LSS/ J-L (p), and J-L (f) refer to Minnesota 
Satisfaction Questionnaire, Leisure Satisfaction Scale, job-
leisure (past) congruence, and job-leisure (future) 
congruence, respectively. N = 371. 
^All F-tests failed to achieve significance at g < .05. 
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Additional Analyses 
Upon inspection of the results of analyses conducted to 
test the a priori hypotheses of this study, it was decided 
that further exploratory analyses might yield useful 
information. Although an attempt was made to limit these 
additional analyses in order to protect the experimentwise 
error rate, conclusions based upon these analyses must 
nevertheless be viewed as tentative. 
Because a number of the significant results that were 
obtained involved the congruence indices, it was decided to 
further explore their multivariate relationships. This was 
approached in a multiple regression context, treating the five 
congruence indices as dependent variables. The analyses 
focused on two areas: a) exploring the multivariate 
contributions of job type, personality type and sex to the 
explanation of congruence, and b) further investigating the 
relative contributions of job satisfaction, leisure 
satisfaction, differentiation, and job/occupational tenure to 
the prediction of congruence. 
The results of these exploratory analyses are included as 
Appendix E. Because several of the variables were 
significantly intercorrelated, interaction terms for analyses 
relevant to part (b) above utilized deviation scores (i.e., 
scores on each variable were translated into deviations from 
the variable's mean) rather than raw scores. This procedure 
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was used so that the significance of individual terms in the 
model would not be inflated due to potential high correlations 
between main effects and interaction terms' (Strahan, 1982) . 
Analyses of the effects of job type, personality type, 
sex, and their corresponding interactions on the five 
congruence indices revealed that in general, high-point code 
for job was the sole significant (p < .0001) predictor of job-
leisure (past and future) congruence, while personality code 
was the sole significant (p < .0001) predictor of person-
leisure (past) congruence and one of two significant effects 
for person-leisure (future) congruence. The interaction of 
sex and personality high-point code was also a significant (p 
< .007) predictor of person-leisure (future) congruence. 
However, several main effects and interactions appeared to be 
significantly related to person-job congruence. The main 
effects for high-point job code and personality code, and the 
interactions of job X personality code, job code X sex, 
personality code X sex, and job code X personality code X sex 
were all significant at at least the .05 level (see Appendix 
E). Overall, these effects accounted for 85% of the variation 
2 in person-job congruence scores, while R s for the other 
congruence variables ranged from .35 to .37. 
Results of the multiple regression of MSQ-Total, LSS-
Total and personality differentiation scores onto the five 
congruence indices yielded few significant effects. These 
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analyses utilized the aforementioned deviation scores for 
interaction terms and are summarized in Appendix E. In 
general, the only variable to emerge as a statistically 
significant predictor of all five indices of congruence was 
differentiation. This echos the univariate results previously 
discussed (Table 11). The only other statistically significant 
predictors to emerge were as follows: a) leisure satisfaction 
was a significant (p < .01) predictor of job-leisure (past) 
congruence, and b) the interaction of overall job satisfaction 
and personality differentiation was a marginally significant 
(E < .05) predictor of person-leisure (past) congruence. 
It was also speculated that job and/or occupational 
tenure might moderate the relationship between person-job or 
job-leisure congruence and job (or leisure) satisfaction. The 
results of these exploratory multiple regressions also appear 
in Appendix E. The interaction terms in these analyses also 
make use of deviation scores rather than raw scores. Job 
tenure was not found to be a significant moderator of the job 
satisfaction-person-job congruence relationship nor of the 
relationship between this congruence index and leisure 
satisfaction. However, significant interactions were found 
between occupational tenure and job satisfaction in predicting 
job-leisure (past) congruence (p < .05) and for predicting 
job-leisure (future) congruence (p < .01). These interactions 
suggest that occupational tenure may moderate the relationship 
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between job satisfaction and the "fit" between one's job and 
leisure activities. Because the parameter estimates for these 
interactions were nearly zero and the overall model accounted 
for only 2-3% of the variance in job-leisure congruence, this 
conclusion must be viewed as tentative. Indeed, because all 
of the above additional analyses were conducted on a purely 
post-hoc basis, these results must simply be treated as 
potential trends which may warrant future research attention. 
Summary 
Of the twelve hypotheses which were explicitly tested 
here, two were supported (6 and 7), and three received partial 
support (1, 5 and 11). In general, it was found that job and 
leisure satisfaction were positively correlated, but this 
relationship was not moderated by the congruence between one's 
job and leisure activity. Job satisfaction was relatively 
independent of demographic variables, personality, job, 
leisure type, personality differentiation, and the "fit" 
between one's job, leisure, and personality. However, leisure 
satisfaction was shown to be related to many of these 
constructs (such as job, personality type, leisure type, age, 
education, occupational tenure, and job-leisure congruence). 
In addition, the relationship between leisure satisfaction and 
the fit between one's job and future leisure intentions was 
found to be moderated by personality differentiation. 
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A significant, positive level of congruence between 
subjects' personality and job, personality and leisure, and 
job and leisure was found to exist for this sample of adults. 
It was also determined that the congruence between one's job 
and personality was unrelated to the degree of congruence 
between one's personality and leisure activities. However, 
both of these indices of congruence were strongly related to 
personality type. Finally, as hypothesized, the degree of fit 
between one's job and leisure was found to be strongly related 
to the type of work engaged in. 
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DISCUSSION 
At the outset, it was somewhat suprising that only two of 
the twelve specific hypotheses tested here received strong 
support. In order to interpret these results they will be 
examined in light of previous research and theory on work, 
leisure, and more generally, attitude-behavior relations. 
The Relationship Between Congruence and Satisfaction 
The majority of previous work in the Holland tradition 
has determined that measures of person-job congruence 
correlate significantly (and often rather stongly) with job 
satisfaction (e.g., Aranya et al., 1981; Furnham & Schaeffer, 
1984; Hener & Meir, 1981). Spokane's (1985) review of 
congruence research highlights this as a relatively stable 
finding. However, the present study, also using the Holland 
paradigm, revealed no significant relationships between 
person-job congruence and overall, intrinsic, or extrinsic job 
satisfaction. 
Person-job interaction has also been studied by 
researchers working outside of the Holland paradigm. For 
example, research by Seybolt (1976) and by O'Reilly (1977) 
examined the fit between the individual and job 
characteristics and the effect this interaction had on 
employee work satisfaction. Seybolt's (1976) results suggest 
that a person variable (level of education) moderates the 
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relationship between work environment characteristics and work 
satisfaction. O'Reilly (1977) used "instrumental" versus 
"expressive" orientations toward work as his personality 
dimension and proposed that a fit occurred when one who had an 
expressive orientation toward work was in a challenging job or 
when a person with an instrumental orientation was employed in 
a nonchallenging job. In general, however his results 
demonstrated that this personality X job interaction failed to 
reach traditional levels for statistical significance and 
accounted for only from 1-5% of the variance in the dependent 
variables of work satisfaction, overall job satisfaction, 
commitment and job performance. 
Dubin and Champoux's (1977) construct of a "central life 
interest" is similar to O'Reilly's (1977) "instrumental vs. 
expressive" personality construct. Their research 
demonstrated that job-oriented individuals show the highest 
level of job satisfaction, nonjob-oriented individuals the 
lowest level, and persons having a flexible orientation (i.e., 
not strongly job or nonjob-oriented) show an intermediate 
level of job satisfaction. Again however, Dubin and 
Champoux's (1977) results indicate that this individual 
difference variable has a weak, though statistically 
significant, relationship with job satisfaction, accounting 
for only 5-6% of the variation in JDI scores in their sample 
of blue-collar and clerical workers. 
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The results of the present study appear to pattern the 
findings for non-Holland-based congruence research more 
closely than those conducted using Holland's 
operationalizations of personality, work, and congruence. 
While both lines of research have focused on the effects of 
person-environment fit, perhaps differences in 
conceptualization and method have produced these divergent 
conclusions. The fact that the present research utilized 
Holland's methodology, yet obtained results unlike other 
Holland—based congruence studies is somewhat puzzling. 
However, two methodological factors which differentiate the 
present study from past work are immediately evident and may 
account for this discrepancy in results. 
First, the Holland-based congruence research has not, as 
yet, utilized three-letter code comparisons to determine 
congruence, as in the present study. Because lachan's (1984) 
index is relatively new, it remains to be seen whether the 
results obtained in future congruence studies will support 
past research. The present findings suggest they will not. 
The assumption implicit in the use of a three-letter code 
comparison is that three-letter codes provide more information 
than two-letter or high-point codes, and thus that indices 
based upon three letters provide a more "accurate" assessment 
of congruence. If this assumption is accurate, the results of 
the present study indicate that previous estimates of the 
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importance of person-job congruence have been inflated. 
However, it may be the case that the addition of a second or 
third letter to personality and job codes simply adds error 
variance to the computed congruence scores. Resolution of 
this discrepancy in results must await further research to 
determine the extent to which three-letter codes are indeed 
superior. 
Additionally, because the index is new, little normative 
data are available. Although the present sample of subjects 
displayed the full theoretical range of congruence scores (see 
Table 2), the standard deviations of the congruence 
distributions suggest the range of scores may have been 
positively skewed. Thus, the present data may have suffered 
from a restriction in the range of congruence scores, which 
may account for the low correlations observed here between 
congruence and other variables. 
A second methodological factor which differentiates the 
present study from the majority of other congruence research 
(Holland and non-Holland based) is the diversity of the 
subject sample. Respondents were employed in varied jobs 
which represented all six of Holland's high-point RIASSC types 
(47 different three-letter subgroups) and 94 different three-
letter personality codes. In contrast, many previous studies 
have focused on only one type of job (e.g., Aranya et al., 
1981) , or have not been able to include jobs from all six 
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high-point groups (e.g.. Mount & Muchinsky, 1978). The fact 
that job type was found here to be significantly related to 
all five congruence indices underscores the necessity of using 
a wide variety of jobs in research of this kind. 
Additionally, the present subject sample was comprised of 
adults (ages 36 to 64), rather than college students or young 
adults (e.g., Taylor et al., 1979; Varca & Shaffer, 1982). 
Given that career stability has been shown to increase for 
both males and females from ages 21 to 70 (cf., Holland, Magoon 
& Spokane, 1981), the levels of person-job congruence found in 
the present study may be somewhat more stable than those found 
in studies relying upon much younger subjects. This stability 
of results cannot necessarily be assumed for levels of person-
leisure or job-leisure congruence, however, as various 
constraints on leisure activity may become more apparent with 
older age (McGuire, 1985). 
Much less previous attention has been devoted to the 
relationship between person-leisure congruence and leisure 
satisfaction. However, based upon Holland's model (1985a) and 
the tentative findings of Varca and Shaffer (1982) and Melamed 
and Meir (1981), it was anticipated that person-leisure 
congruence would be significantly related to leisure 
satisfaction. As with person-job congruence, the present 
findings did not support these expectations. Thus, it appears 
that the personality-environment "fit" bears little 
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relationship with one's satisfaction with the job or leisure 
environment. Although the Investigative, Social, and 
Conventional jobs and personality types tended to show higher 
levels of person-job and person-leisure congruence, there were 
no significant differences in job satisfaction among job or 
personality types. Reported leisure satisfaction was higher 
for Social and Enterprising personalities, for those employed 
in Artistic jobs, and for those subjects engaging primarily in 
Investigative leisure activities. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that while certain personality, job, and leisure 
types derive greater satisfaction from their leisure, and 
certain personality and job types tend to have a closer 
correspondence between what they do at work and what they do 
in their leisure, a close fit between one's personality and 
job (or between personality and leisure) is not a prerequisite 
for high levels of satisfaction. 
On the other hand, results here indicated that job-
leisure (past) congruence was positively correlated with both 
leisure satisfaction and extrinsic job satisfaction. People 
whose leisure activities incorporate features inherent in 
their job tend to report higher levels of leisure satisfaction 
and satisfaction with the extrinsic aspects of their job. Why 
extrinsic and not intrinsic job satisfaction would be related 
to job-leisure fit is not immediately apparent. One 
explanation might be that persons who are highly satisfied 
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with the pay, company policies, and advancement opportunities 
present in their job have come to see their job as 
instrumental to obtaining the "good things in life," and as 
such, select leisure activities which are similar to their job 
experiences and thus perceived as potentially serving this 
same instrumental function. Conversely, intrinsic job 
satisfaction may not be related to job-leisure fit because the 
feelings of accomplishment, autonomy, and skill variety one 
obtains from work may be sufficiently satisfying (or 
dissatisfying) that one does not feel compelled to seek these 
satisfactions from leisure, or perhaps feels free to engage in 
leisure experiences totally unlike one's job. 
Questions of Causality 
The paucity of significant findings regarding the 
congruence-satisfaction relationship leads to two interrelated 
questions concerning the underlying construct of "congruence" 
and the direction of causality between congruence and 
satisfaction: a) what is the true nature of this construct we 
are refering to as "congruence"? and b) should we continue to 
assume that person-environment fit produces satisfaction or is 
it perhaps a consequence of satisfaction? 
With regard to the first question, there are several 
potential explanations for the process by which persons become 
"congruent" with their environment. It has been observed that 
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significant levels of person-job and person-leisure (and job-
leisure) congruence existed for the present sample of 
subjects. Why? Holland (1985a) might suggest that this 
result demonstrates that people do seek out jobs or leisure 
environments which provide the experiences and reinforcements 
upon which their personality thrives. His theory clearly 
states that the consequence of the person-environment 
interaction will be certain outcomes, such as satisfaction. 
Holland (1985a) suggests that people who are incongruent with 
their environment will seek a new, more congruent environment, 
attempt to change their present environment, or (in the case 
of undifferentiated persons) change their own personality and 
behavior pattern to achieve greater person-environment 
congruence. The fact that differentiation correlated 
positively with all five congruence indices in the present 
study indicates that relatively undifferentiated persons may 
not have been able to make sufficient changes in their 
personality to achieve these higher levels of congruence 
Holland proposes. 
Research from social psychology suggests that this final 
option (altering one's personality interests) may more 
accurately describe the process by which all subjects 
(regardless of level of differentiation) achieve person-
environment congruence. Although it was originally proposed 
to explain attitude-behavior relations, Bern's (1972) self-
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perception theory is directly applicable to the question of 
how people infer their own internal states. Bern's theory 
holds that a person's behavior and its environmental context 
determine one's attitudes and inferences about other internal 
traits. That is, people look at their own overt (public or 
observable) behaviors and then infer an attitude (or in the 
present case, personality interests). Rather than attitudes 
or internal states determining one's behaviors, Bern's (1972) 
proposal is that behaviors determine attitudes. 
Applied to the present context, Bern's theory would 
strongly suggest that person-environment congruence is 
"engineered" by subjects. The employees in the present study 
were asked via the SDS to make inferences about their 
personality. Because people form attitudes as a result of 
their behaviors, the subjects here simply looked at their job 
and leisure behaviors (environments) and then inferred that 
since they work in "X" job, they must enjoy "X" activities and 
have high ability in doing "X" types of tasks. Thus, from the 
perspective of Bem's (1972) self-perception theory, person-
environment congruence does not represent the selection of an 
environment which "fits" one's personality, but rather the 
selection of personality interests which will provide 
rationale for one's behaviors. 
The finding in the present study that the women's mean 
person-job congruence (M = 18.7) was higher than that for 
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males (M = 15.8) lends speculative support for the notion of 
"altering" one's personality to fit one's job. Person-job 
incongruence is a phenomenon one would expect to find more 
common in females (perhaps less so with younger women today) 
because of societal norms for "appropriate" jobs for women. 
Because women's job choices have traditionally been more 
limited than those for males, it would be expected that women 
would have found fewer opportunities for person-job 
congruence. Yet, in the present study, women displayed higher 
levels of person-job congruence than men. As it is unlikely 
that female personality interests are solely limited to 
Artistic, Social and Conventional areas (where the majority of 
women in this sample were employed), it is plausible that 
these women have defined their personality interests in terms 
of the more limited job opportunities they perceive as 
available to them. Males' job opportunities have not been as 
limited, and in turn they have not restricted their 
personality interests. 
Of course, it is also possible that these women had the 
luxury of being able to be more selective than the males in 
chosing a job, and thus only worked if the job environment fit 
their personality needs well. Many of the women in this 
sample were probably not the sole family breadwinner, as 
evidence by their shorter average job and occupational tenure 
than those for the males. Therefore, they may not have felt 
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economic pressure to remain in a job environment unsuited to 
their personality, and hence high levels of person-job 
congruence occurred. 
A third possible explanation for person-environment 
congruence may simply be that the subjects in the present 
study (and those in other studies utilizing the SDS as the 
person measure) were somehow sensitized to the nature of the 
study and were engaging in various forms of denial to make 
their personality interests appear to the experimenter to fit 
their job and leisure activities. While the effects of 
potential demand characteristics cannot be discounted, it is 
unlikely that the high levels of congruence obtained in the 
present study can be attributed entirely to this cause. 
Due to the correlational nature of this research, the 
present study cannot resolve the second question of causality 
posed above. However, the assumption implicit in the 
hypotheses tested here was that congruence would lead to 
satisfaction. This assumption was based upon Holland's 
(1985a) discussion of proposals leading from his basic model. 
However, the results obtained here indicated little in the way 
of significant relationships for predicting job satisfaction 
from congruence (or for that matter, any other) variables. 
Conversely, personaltiy, job, leisure type, age, educational 
level, occupational tenure, and job-leisure congruence were 
all significantly related to leisure satisfaction. Thus, 
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while the assumption that person-job congruence and job 
satisfaction are related was not supported, there was evidence 
that could be taken to support the congruence-to-leisure-
satisfaction linkage. . 
The exploratory analyses (Appendix E) suggest that the 
opposite direction of causality might be argued just as 
convincingly. Significant interactions between a) overall job 
satisfaction and personality differentiation and b) intrinsic 
job satisfaction and occupational tenure were identified as 
potential predictors of person-leisure and job-leisure 
congruence, respectively. Thus, it is entirely possible that 
high levels of job satisfaction lead one to engage in leisure 
activities more similar to one's job, or perhaps that 
achieving satisfaction with one's job leaves one free to get 
involved in leisure that fulfills personality interests 
previously left untouched. 
This question of reverse causality has been suggested in 
a general sense by others (e.g., O'Reilly, 1977). While of 
course the analyses conducted here cannot demonstrate 
causality, it may prove interesting for future researchers to 
consider congruence as a product of high job/leisure 
satisfaction. 
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Job and Leisure Satisfaction 
The differential results for job and leisure satisfaction 
raise additional questions about the nature of these two 
constructs. Is leisure satisfaction simply a mirror image of 
job satisfaction, determined via similar processes? If so, 
why were the results for leisure satisfaction not analogous to 
those obtained for job satisfaction? While job satisfaction 
appeared to be independent of nearly every variable measured 
here, leisure attitudes were related to such things as 
personality, job and leisure type, demographic variables, job-
leisure (past) fit, and the interaction of intended job-
leisure fit with personality differentiation. 
In theory, job satisfaction is a positive emotional 
response resulting from the appraisal of one's job experience 
(Locke, 1976), and is best understood as a discrepancy. 
Leisure satisfaction has been similarly defined as the 
positive feelings which an individual gains as a result of 
engaging in leisure activity (Beard & Ragheb, 1980), and is 
thought to result from the satisfaction of the individual's 
needs. The results obtained here suggest that perhaps the 
need discrepancies which produce job and leisure satisfaction 
are differentially influenced by individual or situational 
characteristics. That is, job satisfaction stems from the 
degree of perceived discrepancy between what a person wants or 
expects from the job and what he or she actually receives. 
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Leisure satisfaction is likewise assumed to result from 
comparisons of what one expects from leisure activities and 
what is actually gained. While individuals differ in the 
level and intensity of the expectations they bring to their 
job and their leisure, the results obtained here suggest that 
these individual differences (such as personality type, age, 
educational background, etc.) have an important influence on 
our perceptions of leisure satisfaction, but are relatively 
insignificant in the determination of job satisfaction. 
Leisure satisfaction emerges as a highly individualized, 
personal attitude, whereas it appears that the expectations 
and bases of comparison used to determine job satisfaction are 
much more universal in this culture. 
Job and leisure satisfaction are usually considered to be 
two components of satisfaction with life in general, and 
indeed they were found to be significantly correlated here. 
Yet, this "attitudinal congruence" did not correspond to a fit 
between job and leisure behaviors (i.e., job-leisure 
congruence was not found to moderate the job-leisure 
satisfaction relationship). Put another way, the similarity 
of one's job and leisure activities has no bearing on the 
similarity of one's feelings about work and leisure. While 
this result is contrary to original expectations, it is 
perhaps less surprising when viewed in light of Fishbein and 
Ajzen's (1975) research on attitude-behavior relations. 
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Fishbein and Ajzen's (1975) conceptual model of the 
relationship between attitudes and behaviors suggests that 
one's beliefs lead to attitudes, which in turn lead to 
intentions, from which actual behaviors are produced. Their 
model clearly implies that actual behaviors (such as job and 
leisure activity) are not determined by attitudes (such as job 
and leisure satisfaction), but rather, by behavioral 
intentions. Thus, the best predictors of actual behavior 
would be one's intentions about future behavior. 
From Fishbein and Ajzen's perspective then, it is not 
surprising that job-leisure congruence did not moderate the 
job-leisure satisfaction relationship, nor for that matter 
would job or leisure type be expected to be related to job or 
leisure satisfaction. Rather, Fishbein and Ajzen's (1975) 
model suggests that high correlations should have been 
obtained between attitudes and those measures focusing on 
future leisure activity (i.e., congruence indices based upon 
LAB-future leisure intentions, rather than past leisure 
behaviors). While this result was not obtained in the 
bivariate correlations between the congruence indices and 
satisfaction (Table 8), job-leisure (future) congruence 
interacted with differentiation as a significant predictor of 
leisure satisfaction (while job-leisure (past) congruence did 
not). This model would also explain then why job satisfaction 
failed to correlate with any of the congruence indices—the 
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measure of job behavior obtained here was actual job title and 
current job activities, rather than subjects' future 
intentions about their job. It would be interesting if future 
congruence research focused on the assessment of behavioral 
intentions and their relation to satisfaction. One possible 
avenue might be to use subjects' responses to the SDS 
"Occupational Daydreams" scale as indices of future job 
intentions. 
Limitations and Future Research Suggestions 
Obviously, the results obtained here may not necessarily 
generalize to the population as a whole. Subjects were all 
graduates (except five) of Iowa State University during the 
period 1960-1970 and a majority (72%) of them were still 
residing in Iowa when the survey was conducted. Men and women 
who chose to attend a science and technology-oriented 
institution in the Midwest (or Iowa residents in general), may 
have a value system which differs significantly from their 
liberal arts college (or urban in general) counterparts, which 
may in turn, effect their experienced job satisfaction 
(Martinson & Wilkening, 1984). While some differences in 
results by state of residence were suggested, the small sample 
sizes for these other states necessitate that conclusions 
about regional variations await further research. 
One other point regarding the subject sample is that the 
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response rate for this study (62%) was relatively high, 
certainly higher than that reported for many other mail 
surveys in the published literature. Although it could not be 
empirically determined, there was no reason to suspect that 
respondents differed from nonrespondents in any meaningful 
way. This high rate of return was undoubtedly a function of 
several factors, such as the incentive gift, first-class 
postage and post-paid return, individually signed cover 
letters, and the fact that the survey questions were 
inherently interesting to many people. Many of the returned 
surveys were accompanied by letters, business cards, and 
offhand comments attesting to subject's interest in the 
questionnaires (and the results), suggesting that on the 
whole, the subjects were highly motivated to complete the task 
at hand. In fact, this high degree of motivation and 
compliance is not entirely unexpected, given that these were 
alumni who had maintained contact with the university for at 
least 15 years and may have initially responded to the request 
for help from their "alma mater" on an emotional level. At 
any rate, the successful use of a mail survey in the present 
study should be encouraging. Populations such as university 
alumni can be utilized successfully when proven mail survey 
methodology (e.g., Dillman, 1978; Linsky, 1975) is incorporated 
into the research design. 
A second limitation of the present study stems from the 
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use of self-report questionnaires to measure all of the study 
variables. While it might be acknowledged that subjects* jobs 
were external activities simply recorded on the questionnaire 
by the subject (and not requiring introspection as did the 
MSO, SDS, or LSS), it nevertheless would have been preferable 
to obtain observational measures of some of the variables. 
Given the nature of the constructs measured and geographical 
location of the subjects, this was not feasible. However, the 
present study utilized the best available measures of the 
constructs; certainly the instruments employed here were more 
reliable than many of those used in previous research of this 
type (e.g., Melamed & Meir, 1981). 
A third issue concerns the inherent difficulties in using 
"fit" variables such as the congruence indices computed here. 
Like difference scores, the lachan (1984) index is not a 
construct in and of itself, but rather, it is a variable 
intended to summarize the relationship between two other 
variables. Thus, as is the case with difference scores, these 
congruence indices are probably less reliable 
psychometrically, and have less interpretive meaning than the 
measures of individual variables whose relationships they 
summarize. The present study may therefore have had so little 
predictive power because lachan's (1984) index may not afford 
the degree of precision necessary for the successful 
prediction of a "discrepancy". 
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A fourth limitation lies in the reliance upon the Holland 
RIASEC coding system for the determination of several of the 
variables (the congruence indices, and job, personality, and 
leisure activity codes). By their own account, Gottfredson et 
al. (1982) acknowledge four factors contributing to the 
imprecision of the Dictionary of Holland Occupational Codes. 
This classification is imprecise because a) it is based upon 
occupational data which are not perfectly valid, b) 
occupational titles are imprecise summaries of a job, c) 
Holland's theory is itself imperfect, and d) some occupations 
belong in two or three occupational groups to about the same 
degree (Gottfredson et al., 1982, p. 496). In the present 
research this lack of precision was compounded by the fact 
that Holland codes had to be assigned to jobs based upon the 
limited information provided in the job title and brief 
description written by the subject. 
Related to this problem was the inferential leap required 
of the nine raters who assigned Holland codes to leisure 
activities. Many items (29, nearly one-fourth of the total) 
on the LAB had to be deleted from analysis because the raters 
simply did not agree on which Holland code best represented 
the activity. Of these, some leisure activities had been 
nominated for every RIASEC category (e.g., fencing, 
hiking/walking, jogging, window-shopping). Subjective 
comments by the raters later revealed much dissatisfaction 
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with the task—it was difficult and they occasionally felt 
their nominations for some leisure activities were arbitrary. 
It appears then, that many leisure activities simply do 
not have a niche in the Holland classification scheme. This 
creates a problem for the researcher attempting to use the 
Holland model to study person-leisure or work-leisure fit. In 
order to obtain an accurate assessment of subjects* leisure 
participation, the researcher must sample a broad spectrum of 
leisure activities—indeed, this is why the LAB was developed 
(McKechnie, 1975). However, within this broad spectrum of 
leisure, many activities exist which are not readily 
transferable to Holland's six variable classification. While 
the alternative to using a structured questionnaire is to 
elicit subjective recall of leisure activities or use a "time-
spent" diary, it becomes difficult to control the form and 
content of subjects' responses when using the mail (rather 
than direct contact) with these alternative methods. With 
regard to the present study then, it is unknown to what extent 
the failure to assess participation in certain leisure 
activities distorted subjects' leisure codes (and thus 
conclusions about person-leisure and job-leisure congruence). 
Future research is needed to address the applicability of the 
Holland classification system to the realm of leisure 
activity. 
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General Conclusions 
As researchers from the leisure science domain have 
proposed (e.g., Kabanoff & O'Brien, 1980; Mannell & Iso-Ahola, 
1985; Neulinger, 1981) , underlying personality interests as 
well as type of job (Rousseau, 1978) and individual difference 
variables have been shown here to differentiate work-leisure 
patterns. However, the process by which these variables 
interact is by no means clear. Similarly, the present reseach 
has demonstrated that an interaction between job-leisure fit 
and personality differentiation relates to leisure 
satisfaction, yet not to job satisfaction. Further 
investigation of the construct of leisure satisfaction is 
warranted, as it appears that the nature and correlates of 
leisure satisfaction are not simply analogous to those for job 
satisfaction. 
With regard to the construct of personality 
differentiation, the present research suggests it is of little 
value to the study of work-leisure relations. While Spokane's 
(1985) review concluded that congruence was the most important 
of Holland's secondary concepts, he proposed that 
differentiation may add to the explained variance in outcome 
variables when it interacts with congruence. The present 
study indicates that Spokane may have overestimated the 
utility of the differentiation construct at that—it was only 
found to be a significant moderator of the relationship 
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between leisure satisfaction and job-leisure (future) 
congruence. Apparently, having clear-cut personality 
interests is not an important determinant of person-
environment fit or job or leisure attitudes- This may be 
encouraging news however, as it suggests that even people who 
don't know what they are most interested in can still find a 
job and leisure activity which will be satisfying and which 
(perhaps unknowingly) will fit their personality. 
Aside from the measurement problems previously 
acknowledged, Holland's RIASEC model has proved to be a useful 
paradigm for examining work and leisure. However, the very 
nature of the congruence construct itself deserves closer 
scrutiny, as does the question of causality; namely, the 
possibility that congruence is "engineered" (in any one of 
many possible ways) by subjects as a product, rather than a 
cause, of satisfaction. 
Continued investigation of job-leisure fit may improve 
our understanding of the quality of life, but such research 
must embrace a multivariate perspective of the determinants 
and consequences of job and leisure activities and attitudes. 
Indeed, if nothing else, the complexity of the present 
findings should serve as testament to the fact that work-
leisure relationships transcend a simplistic "spillover vs. 
compensatory" approach. 
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APPENDIX A. 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF PERSONALITY, JOB, AND 
LEISURE (PAST) CODES 
DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONALITY CODES 
R I A S E C 
Code Code m Code Code E Code u Code 
RIA 2 IRA 3 ARE 1 SRI 3 ERI 11 CRI 1 
RIS 6 1RS 8 ARC 1 SRE 1 ERA 1 CRE 5 
RIE 18 IRE 7 AIR 1 SIR 3 ERS 10 CIR 3 
RIC 19 IRC 8 AIS 2 SIA 2 ERC 6 CIS 3 
RAI 3 lAR 5 AS I 2 SIE 4 EIR 8 CIE I 
RAE 1 lAC 1 ASE 2 SIC 1 EIA 2 CAR 1 
RSI 3 ISR 3 ASC 2 SAR 1 EIS 5 CAS 1 
RSA 1 ISE 2 AES 6 SAI 2 EIC 3 CAE 1 
RSE 4 ISC 1 ACS 1 SAE 6 EAR 1 CSR 1 
REX 9 1ER 3 SER 5 EAS 7 CSI 2 
REA 1 lEA 1 SEI 3 EAC 4 CSA 1 
RES 6 lES 4 SEA 8 ESR 7 CSE 2 
REG 5 I EC 6 SEC 5 ESI 7 CER 5 
RCI 7 ICR 5 SCR 1 ESA 3 CEI 3 
ROE 4 ICA 1 SCI 2 ESC 7 CEA 1 
ICS 7 SCA 2 ECR 5 CES 7 
ICE 2 SCE 4 EC I 
ECA 
ECS 
6 
3 
6 
Totals ; 
89 71 18 53 102 38 
(23.98%) (19.13%) ( 4.85%) (14.28%) (27.49%) (10.24%) 
DISTRIBUTION OP JOB CODES 
R 
Code U 
REC 1 
RIS 7 
RIE 7 
RSI 3 
RSE 1 
REI 2 
RES 3 
RCS 1 
RCE 2 
I 
Code g 
1RS 21 
IRE 30 
ISR 6 
ISA 5 
ISC 9 
1ER 9 
lEA 2 
I EC 6 
A 
Code N 
AIR 19 
AS I 3 
ASE 6 
AES 16 
Code ig 
SIE 4 
SAI 2 
SAE 31 
SER 17 
SEI 6 
SEA 1 
SEC 9 
SCI 1 
Code g 
ERA 1 
ERS 9 
EIR 7 
EIS 4 
EIC 1 
EAS 4 
ESR 63 
ESI 2 
ESA 15 
ESC 8 
ECS 1 
Code B 
CRE 1 
CIS 4 
CIE 1 
CSR 2 
CSI 2 
CSE 13 
CES 3 
Totals: 
27 88 44 71 115 26 
( 7.27%) (23.72%) (11.86%) (19.13%) (30.99%) ( 7.01%) 
DISTRIBUTION OP LEISURE (PAST) CODES 
R E 
Code Code Code Î3 Code u Code Code H 
RIS 2 IRC 2 AS I 1 SRI 5 BIS 1 CRS 4 
RIE 1 IAS 1 ASC 2 SRC 7 EIC 1 CIR 4 
RIC 1 ISR 7 SIR 9 ESR 4 CIA 7 
RSI 3 ISA 1 SIA 2 ESI 1 CIS 37 
RSC 3 ISE 2 SIE 3 ESC 1 CIE 1 
ISC 26 SIC 25 EC I 2 CAI 3 
I EC 1 . SAI 1 ECS 1 CAS 5 
ICR 5 SAC 2 CSR 7 
ICA 4 SER 1 CSI 38 
ICS 30 SEX 6 CSA 15 
SEA 1 CSE 11 
SEC 2 CES 2 
SCR 
SCI 
SCA 
SCE 
9 
42 
8 
10 
Totals; 
10 79 3 133 11 134 
( 2.70%) (21.35%) ( 0.81%) (35.94%) ( 2.97%) (36.21%) 
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APPENDIX B. 
SCALES AND MATERIALS USED 
(Note: The following questionnaires are copyrighted. 
The author purchased the necessary copies of each from 
the publishers.) 
PLEASE NOTE: 
Copyrighted materials in this document 
have not been filmed at the request of 
the author. They are available for 
consultation, however, in the author's 
university library. 
These consist of pages: 
APPENDIX B: Pages 127-146 
Leisure Satisfaction Scale 
Leisure Activities Blank 
Letter 
Text of Reminder Postcard 
Instruction for Raters 
Holland's (1985) Discriptions of His Six Types 
University 
Microfilms 
International 
300 N Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 (313) 761-4700 
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APPENDIX C. 
RESULTS OF TESTS FOR QUESTIONNAIRE ORDER EFFECTS 
Dependent 
variable 
1 
M SD 
2 
M 
MSQ-ÏOtal 
LSS-Total 
SDS Summary 
Score ! R 
I 
A 
S 
E 
C 
LAB (past) 
Summary 
Score; R 
I 
A 
S 
E 
C 
9 12.1 77.8 
9 12.6 87.7 
9 11.2 26.9 
0 10.4 27.3 
2 9.7 20.6 
7 10.1 27.8 
3 11.3 30.4 
2 9.4 25.6 
7 12.1 25.3 
0 11.9 42.5 
1 11.5 27.9 
6 13.5 46.5 
7 14.4 22.2 
9 14.6 47.3 
77 
90 
25 
26 
18 
25 
29 
24 
24 
41 
25 
46 
22 
46 
Form # 
3 4 
SD M SD M SD P 
10.4 76.3 11.4 76.8 10.2 .47 
11.5 90.0 13.6 88.7 13.4 1.16 
10.8 28.2 11.1 27.0 10.7 .68 
9.1 28.7 9.6 28.6 10.3 1.57 
11.6 17.8 9.1 18.0 10.2 1.47 
10.6 25.4 9.0 26.8 10.3 1.14 
10.4 28.7 9.7 28.8 11.1 .49 
8.5 24.9 9.6 24.9 9.9 .31 
11.2 27.6 11.8 24.9 11.1 1.20 
15.3 42.9 15.3 40.6 16.2 .51 
14.3 25.1 12.5 26.2 15.2 .89 
15.3 46.8 12.0 44.9 15.5 .33 
14.8 24.3 15.1 24.3 14.6 .48 
13.2 45 .'2 14.5 47.4 16.9 .43 
LAB (future) 
Summary 
R 31.8 15.9 35.4 16.4 38.3 17.5 32.7 15.6 2.92 
I 65.6 18.9 66.8 18.9 69.3 17.4 62.2 21.3 2.11 
A 32.3 17.4 35.5 18.0 34.4 16.4 33.4 20.9 .52 
S 56.2 17.6 57.3 19.5 59.5 15.7 54.4 21.7 1.13 
E 38.4 24.1 40.8 26.8 44.7 25.7 43.4 26.9 1.10 
C 57.3 17.4 57.9 17.0 56.3 16.1 55.9 19.5 .26 
Note. 
il= 371 
All values of P fail to reach significance at the .01 level. 
(370 for LAB past, and 368 for LAB future). 
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APPENDIX D. 
SIGNIFICANCE TESTS FOR CONGRUENCE INDICES 
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The formula for the significance test described in lachan (1984) 
is: * 
M - 10 
z= 
* 7.8 / /N 
where M = the mean congruence score obtained in this study 
and N = the total sample size. 
This statistic tests the null hypothesis that the average 
computed congruence score for this sample is not significantly 
different from zero. The statistic for each of the congruence 
indices was computed as follows. 
For Person-Job: 
16.85 - 10 
z = = 16.91 (p < .0001) 
For Person-Leisure (past): 
z = = 2.91 (p < .003) 
For Person-Leisure (future): 
z = = 5.13 (p < .0001) 
For Job-Leisure (past): 
z = = 2.81 (p < .005) 
For Job-Leisure (future): 
7.8 / /371 
11.18 - 10 
7.8 / /371 
12.08 - 10 
7.8 / /371 
11.14 - 10 
7.8 / /371 
11.84 - 10 
z = = 4.54 (p < .0001) 
7.8 / /T7Î 
z_rifirai(2"tailed) = 1.96 (â = .05) 
critical = 2.58 (â = .01) 
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APPENDIX E. 
EXPLORATORY MULTIPLE REGRESSION RESULTS FOR 
CONGRUENCE VARIABLES 
Dependent Variable 
Independent 
Variables in Model Person-Job Person-Leisure(p) 
F b F h 
MSQ-Total (M) .92 .03 1.64 -.04 
LSS-Total (L) .04* .00 1•72** .04 
Differentiation (D) 8.20 .16 11.52 .18 
M X L .51 .00 1.43* .00 
M X D .02 .00 3.84 -.01 
L X D 1.71 .00 1.75 .00 
M X L X D _ 2.49 .00 .01 .00 
Model B .03 
Job High-point code (J) 
** 
4.62 .63 
Personality High-point ** ** 
code (P) 11.26 13.97 
Sex (S) 2'21** 2.18 
J X P 42.99* .96 
J X S 2.76* 1.73 
P X S 2.34** .37 
J X P X S 2 4.89 .87 
Model E 
Job/occupational^ 
.00 tenure (T) 1.73 
MSQ-Intrinsic (M) 2.27 .10 
LSS-Total (L) .08 .00 
T X M 1.84 .00 
L X M .12 .00 
T X L 2.59 .00 
T X M X L 2 .02 .00 
Model £ 
Note. The dependent variables are congruence indices. 
Leisure (p) and leisure (f) refer to leisure-past and leisure-
future, respectively. MSQ and LSS refer to Minnesota 
Satisfaction Questionnaire and Leisure Satisfaction Scale. 
N ranges from 371 to 368 due to missing data. 
^Job tenure was used with the dependent variable person-
job congruence, and occupational tenure was used with job-
leisure congruence. 
*p < .05. 
** 
E < .001. 
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Dependent Variable 
Person-Leisure(f) Job-Leisure(p) Job-Leisure(f) 
p h F h F h 
1.46 -.04 1.01* .03 .94 .03 
.62* -.02 5.91* .07 1.23* .03 
4.14 .12 6.55 .14 5.64 .14 
.09 .00 .02 .00 .19 .00 
.72 .00 .03 .00 .43 .00 
2.77 .00 .12 .00 .00 .00 
.07 .00 .03 .00 .20 .00 
,04 
** ** 
1.24 11.80 9.65 
** 
8.48 .30 .32 
.48 .95 2.33 
1.04 1.35 1.15 
1.43* .44 .50 
3.25 1.05 .69 
1.34 1.04 1.19 
.00 .00 1.51 .00 
.67* -.05 .07 -.01 
7.30* .08 1.12* .03 
3.66 .01 5.48 .01 
.81 .00 .71 .00 
.00 .00 .76 .00 
.37 .00 1.32 .00 
